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July 25, 1994 
Section: News 
Edition: Metro 
Page:A1 

Post-Standard, The (Syracuse, NY){PUBLICATION2} 

HEIDI DIDN'T TIP POLICE 
SHE WAS NOT A POLICE INFORMANT AGAINST ONE OF HER KIDNAPPERS, AN OSWEGO COUNTY POLICE 

LIEUTENANT SAYS. < 

JANET GRAMZA The Post-Standard, Staff writer Mary Jo Hill contributed to this report. 

Heidi Allen was not acting as a police informant against one of her suspected kidnappers, but she had spoken to 

investigators about an unrelated drug case two years ago, Lt. Dean Goodsell of the Oswego County Sheriff's 

Department said Sunday. 

Two former jail cellmates claimed that Gary Thibodeau told them Allen was kidnapped and killed because she knew 

too much about his drug activities. As a result, police spent Sunday searching Thibodeau's house and 10-acre 

property on Kenyon Road. Five state police search dogs sniffed the ground Sunday afternoon, and state police and 

sheriff's deputies marked off the property with "bump lines," strings tied around the area's perimeter in preparation 

for an intensive ground search to begin this morning. 

Police obtained a search warrant for Thibodeau's property and arrested him on kidnapping charges Friday night 

based on statements by two men who shared a Massachusetts jail cell with him during his recent 60-day stint on 

cocaine charges. 

Oswego County Assistant District Attorney Donald Dodd said the men claim Thibodeau told them Allen was killed by 

a blow to the head, and that her body was burned and the remains were buried in woods on his property. 

Dodd said the men told investigators that Thibodeau said Allen was murdered because she knew too much about 

his involvement with drugs and Thibodeau was fraid she would tell police. 

Several of Allen's friends and at least one family member said Allen had mentioned being approached by police 

about providing information on a suspected drug dealer, and that she was reluctant to get involved. 

Goodsell said Allen did give information on a potential drug case to the sheriff's department about two years ago, 

when she was 16, but investigators never used the information and she had not been an informant since. 

Goodsell said that case "had no relationship to the Thibodeaus, to my knowledge." 

The arrest of Gary Thibodeau, 40, came nearly two months after his brother, 48-year-old Richard Thibodeau of New 

Haven, was charged with second-degree kidnapping in Allen's April 3 disappearance from the D&W Convenience 

store, where she worked as a clerk. 

Richard Thibodeau was Allen's last customer at the store that morning, and a witness said he saw two men outside 

the store forcing a young woman toward a van that resembled Richard Thibodeau's. 
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At the same time Richard Thibodeau was arrested May 25, Gary Thibodeau was arrested for fleeing Massachusetts 

to avoid prosecution on cocaine charges. Goodsell said he sent two investigators to Massachusetts last week to 

interview people who served with Gary Thibodeau in jail "in hopes that he had made statements to them. And he 

did." 

Dodd said Sunday the cellmates' statements are contained in the felony complaint to be filed against Gary 

Thibodeau at his arraignment this morning, and will be released at that time. 

Kim Stevens, the sister of Richard Thibodeau's common-law wife, Teresa Crawford, said Sunday that Gary 

Thibodeau has denied telling his cellmates about being involved in the Allen case or the fact that his brother was a 

suspect. 

Friends of Allen's have said she did not know Richard Thibodeau, and knew Gary Thibodeau only as an 

acquaintance who frequented the same Mexico bar where her boyfriend's brother worked as a bartender. 

Goodsell said Sunday police have high hopes they will be able to completely search Gary Thibodeau's property in a 

day or two. The canine portion of the search is being led by state police Sgt. John Curry, the canine coordinator who 

oversaw the search for Sara Anne Wood near Raquette Lake in the winter and spring. State police spent months 

scouring miles of forest land before concluding that the 12-year-old Frankfort girl is not buried in that area. 

Curry said Sunday that the five search dogs working Gary Thibodeau's property were hampered by a lot of 

construction debris and fatigue from the heat and humidity. "It's almost like the cold weather (in Raquette Lake) in 

that you can work the dogs only so long before they just get beat," he said. 

Illustration: PHOTO 
DENNIS NETT!The Post-Standard 
State police Sgt. John Curry leads the K-9 team out of the woods 

behind Gary Thibodeau's home in New Haven Sunday. 
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December 7, 1994 
Section: Local News 
Edition: Oswego 
Page:C1 

Post-Standard, The (Syracuse, NY){PUBLICATION2} 

HEIDI ALLEN'S ROLE AGAIN QUESTIONED 
INVESTIGATORS DENY THE MISSING TEEN-AGER WAS A POLICE INFORMANT, BUT A DEFENSE LAWYER 

CITES A REPORT BY AN OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S SERGEANT. < 

JANET GRAMZA The Post-Standard 

A defense lawyer in the Heidi Allen case has renewed questions about whether the 18-year-old New Haven girl was 

working as a police informant when she vanished from the D&W Convenience store April 3. 

Kidnapping suspect Gary Thibodeau's lawyer, Joseph Fahey, said his questions are based on a report by an 

Oswego County sheriff's sergeant who recognized Allen's name as that of a "confidential informant" the morning 

she disappeared. Fahey said he will ask Oswego County Judge John W. Brandt on Thursday to direct the 

prosecution to disclose all information about Allen's possible activities as an informant. 

Sheriff's department officials say Allen did speak to deputies about an unrelated drug case two years before she 

disappeared, and the information she gave was never used. 

Fahey said that if that's the case, it would bolster his efforts to get the case against Thibodeau dismissed. 

Gary Thibodeau, 41, and his brother, Richard, are charged with first- and second-degree kidnapping in the 

disappearance of Allen, based in part on statements by two men who were in the Worcester County Jail in 

Massachusetts at the same time as Gary Thibodeau. Thibodeau was in jail awaiting trial, after he was arrested in 

May as a fugitive from Massachusetts on misdemeanor cocaine-possession charges. 

The two former inmates, Robert Baldasaro and James McDonald, claim he told them he abducted Allen because 

she was "going to get him in trouble" with the police over drugs. 

Fahey said that, if Allen was an informant for the sheriff's department, there might be other suspects with a motive 

to harm her. And if she wasn't, "We would not only know that claims (of the two former inmates) are false, but we 

would have proof," Fahey said. 

Fahey said his interest in getting the answer was piqued by a report by sheriff's Sgt. Roy Lortie about Allen's 

disappearance. 

In his report, Lortie wrote that when he heard a transmission about Allen's disappearance on the police scanner 

April 3, he recognized her name as that of a confidential informant who had worked with the department's 

Anti-Crime Team when he oversaw it in 1991 and 1992. 

Lortie wrote that he informed Undersheriff Reuel Todd that a confidential-informant file on Allen should be in the 

department's locked drug files. "The file would include names of dealers that Allen would have been involved with," 
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Lortie wrote. 

Lortie also reported that investigators were at first unable to locate the file, and asked Allen's police contact, Deputy 

Chris Van Patten, where it was. 

'Van Patten did not recall Allen as a confidential informant in 1991 until (I) reminded him," Lortie wrote. "Van Patten 

then called the office and had someone check his mailbox. The file was located and relayed to the crime scene." 

Fahey and Richard Thibodeau's lawyer, Bill Walsh, said Tuesday they had not been given a confidential-informant 

file on Allen in response to their discovery demands requiring the prosecution to show them its evidence in the case. 

Sheriff's Lt. Dean Goodsell and Todd said Tuesday that there is no formal file, because Allen was not really an 

informant. 

Goodsell and Todd said they stand by past statements that Allen had talked to investigators in 1992 about possibly 

informing on a drug deal involving a friend, but the case never went anywhere. Goodsell said the case did not 

involve the Thibodeaus. 

Lortie was unavailable for comment Tuesday. But Todd said that, when the sergeant remembered Allen as a 

confidential informant, "he was thinking of a file he hadn't seen, so he wouldn't have known if there were one or 100 

cases" involving Allen. 

Todd said the fact that Van Patten had left notes from a conversation with Allen in his mailbox doesn't mean she was 

acting as an informant April 3. 

"The fact that Deputy Van Patten didn't recall her as an informant indicates (the file) was no big deal," Todd said. 

"And I can tell you there's stuff in my mail drawer that I worked on 21 years ago." 

Members of Allen's family also said Tuesday that as far as they know, Allen was not a police informant. Her aunt, 

Nancy Searles, said Allen talked informally to sheriff's investigators when she was 16 about a friend's involvement 

with drugs because she was concerned about the friend and wanted to help her. 

"As far as I know, there wasn't anything more to it," Searles said. 

When rumors that Allen was an informant began circulating this past summer, Searles said she didn't believe the 

sheriff's department would use a teen-ager as an informant. 

"Heidi wasn't interested in (being an informant), and I think there would be something remiss about police asking a 

young person to put themselves at what could be great risk," Searles said. 
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People vs. Gary J. & Richard P. Thibodeau 2 

THE COURT: Recall the Thibodeau cases. 

THE CLERK: Scheduled for motion, Indictment 

94-161, People versus Gary Thibodeau. Attorney 

Fahey. 

THE COURT: Before I hear arguments on these 

motions in the Gary Thibodeau case, I want to 

advise you, Mr. Fahey, that I have never -- and I 

searched the records yesterday as I was 

re-reviewing these papers -- I can't find 

anywhere that the discovery demand that you 

indicated you served on the People, and Mr. Dodd 

indicates he received, was ever filed in the 

Court. So I am unable to address the items that 

you are seeking a Court order for to compel 

.discovery of, because I don't know what they 

are. All right. I just mention that to you. 

MR. FAHEY: Let me provide the Court with a 

copy this morning. 

THE COURT: With respect to the arguments of 

the motions, before we begin that, would you tell 

me what it is that you mean by a lead sheet? 

MR. DODD: Yes, your Honor. A lead sheet, 

as it applies to this particular case, is a 

series of pieces of paper that are stapled 
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People vs. Gary J. & Richard P. Thibodeau 3 

together and as leads from whatever source they 

may be, whether they be telephone leads where an 

individual calls in and identifies themselves or 

calls in to the police station, that person's 

name would be written down and then a number 

would be assigned to it, and that would be 

established as a lead. And then action, 

thereafter, in terms of what action, if any, was 

taken, sometimes it's written down on the lead 

sheet. 

THE COURT: Is there or is there not a 

statement, either in these papers or made by you 

in Court, that you had made a determination and 

agreement to provide those lead sheets to both 

defense counsel? 

MR. DODD: Yes, your Honor. I previously 

indicated to both Mr. Walsh and Mr. Fahey that as 

it relates to the report of the Oswego County 

Sheriff's Department relative to this criminal 

investigation, that we would make available for 

their inspection, photocopy and review the 

report, and the report in part consisted of the 

lead sheets, yes. 

THE COURT: Doesn't that pretty much resolve 
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People vs. Gary J. & Richard P. Thibodeau 

the question of witnesses? 

MR. DODD: Judge, I'm not sure what the 

Court means by resolves the question of 

witnesses. 

4 

THE COURT: Well, Mr. Fahey's papers seek an 

order compelling the names of witnesses who were 

interviewed, as well as the names of witnesses 

who were not interviewed, and the papers on both 

parties go to rather extensive lengths to argue 

all of the issues of law that are applicable 

regarding such a request. But as I looked at it, 

I am saying aren't we arguing about form over 

substance here? If the People are going to 

provide the lead sheets that have the names of 

the people on who were interviewed or who the 

police officers chose not to interview, then it's 

kind of a hollow and a moot issue to argue the 

law. 

MR. DODD: Judge, it was our intent then, 

and still is, that we will provide all of that 

information to defense counsels for their review. 

THE COURT: Okay. Now, let me say this. 

What kind of a timeframe? 

MR. DODD: Judge, the timetable was 
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established at the time of arraignment in the 

matter of Mr. Walsh, because at that time, I 

5 

believe I spoke with him in person and indicated 

that I would make available to him the entire 

copy of the Oswego County Sheriff's Department 

investigation report. 

As to Mr. Fahey, my best recollection is at 

time of arraignment relative to Gary Thibodeau, I 

communicated the same thing to him. Relative to 

both defense counsel attorneys, Judge, what I 

attempted to do was utilize the procedure that 

our off ice had previously discussed with the 

Court, which was a stipulation as to discovery 

and a stipulation in lieu of motions to see if we 

could expedite the process. I discussed that 

with both .counsel to make it available. It has 

been available for their inspection and review 

from that day forward. 

THE COURT: Well, the other day Mr. Walsh 

indicated that he had some of it. He had a lot 

of it. He didn't know exactly how much was still 

left, and I heard the two of you mention like 

boxes or bushel baskets being delivered. So it 

seemed to me that your position was that you were 
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willing to give it and you told me that you had 

the copiers running and trying to produce this 

stuff, the reams of it, and my thoughts are that 

these motions which seek to compel an order to 

deliver what you have agreed to deliver, and it 

seems to me like it's much ado about nothing as 

far as the discovery motion is concerned. 

MR. DODD: Exactly the People's point, your 

Honor. 

THE COURT: If that is your position, my 

question to you is how much time will it take to 

get stuff reproduced? Give me an estimate. 

MR. DODD: It has been reproduced, your 

Honor. The intent that I had was this. There is 

an original file and to insure 

THE COURT: Let them look at it. 

MR. DODD: If you would allow me, sir. We 

wanted to insure that the original file contained 

all of the documents in the particular sequence 

that they have been kept by the sheriff's 

department. Therefore, what we did was make a 

reproduction of the file and what we are going to 

do is make available to both defense counsels 

that reproduction. We have done that relative to 
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both defense counsels in terms of indicating to 

them that they can inspect that material, Judge. 

In that regard, I know that Mr. Walsh 

previously served a motion seeking preclusion. I 

served him with an answer and I will present to 

the Court the People's answer which sets forth 

certain facts I would like to bring to the 

Court's attention. In the answer --

THE COURT: I just want to take care of 

Mr. Fahey's motions. 

With respect to the discovery issue, 

Mr. Fahey. 

MR. FAHEY: Yes. 

THE COURT: What would you like to be heard 

on? 

MR. FAHEY: My position is and always has 

been very simple. If they were going to make the 

file available, I'll take a copy of the file and 

I will work with it in Syracuse. I won't be 

limited by the hours they are open or be located 

in their office or having to request piecemeal or 

make copies of it piecemeal. If they are willing 

to disclose the file, they simply -- all they 

have to do is make a copy of the file for me in a 
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chronological sequence, in the narrative form I 

presume it is in, and tell me when to pick it 

up. I will be happy to come to Oswego to do 

that. 

THE COURT: Well, again, I don't want to 

argue about semantics in this or any other case, 

but there is a difference between making it 

available and reproducing it for you. 

MR. FAHEY: I will pay for the reproduction. 

THE COURT: And I'm not sure -- I mean I got 

an idea what Mr. Dodd's position is. He said to 

me today and I think it's pretty much the 

statements that he has made to me today seem to 

be condensed and pretty succinct, that you can 

come and look at it and look at anything you want 

in this file. I don't want to put words in your 

mouth. 

MR. DODD: Judge, you haven't put words in 

my mouth. I have indicated that to Mr. Fahey a 

month ago when the defendant appeared for 

arraignment. The same thing to Mr. Walsh when 

his client appeared. That's exactly the People's 

position, Judge. 

THE COURT: But if you need -- we are 
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talking about reproducing the entire file. 

MR. FAHEY: If the file is as voluminous as 

they say it is, then we are being really limited 

in terms of how you accomplish this. 

THE COURT: Talk to the legislature about 

that, Joe. I mean the discovery statute talks 

about access to the file and the right to make 

copies. As I understand the DA's position, they 

apparently are willing to make copies of that 

which you wish, all right. I don't know about 

who is going to pay for them, all right, but they 

are willing to do the physical and manual labor 

of running those things through some reproduction 

process and they will give you those items and 

those documents that you seek. Now, if you want 

to sit here and say to me today -- I'll be quite 

frank about it, all right. Your discovery 

that which you discover in your motion papers, or 

an order compelling it, you may not be entitled 

to everything that you are seeking. 

MR. FAHEY: I understand that. 

THE COURT: And, at least in my opinion, you 

may not be. If you wanted an order, I'll go 

through it piece by piece and I will give you an 
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order. Mr. Dodd has indicated that he is willing 

to give you that which you seek. If you sit here 

and tell me and Mr. Dodd today that you want to 

copy the entire file, then I think we were pretty 

much -- we are pretty much obviating the need for 

arguments that we have concerning pre-trial 

discovery. 

MR. FAHEY: That is precisely what I would 

like. As I understand it, there is no objection 

to our reading the file. There is no objection 

to giving me the file. 

THE COURT: Is there an objection to giving 

him the entire file, Don? I am not asking you to 

commit to do the physical labor. And, again, I 

don't want to put words in your mouth. If your 

people are willing to provide that and you are 

going to say that to me here today, great. I 

mean I'm done. I see no problem. If you want 

Mr. Fahey to hire personnel to bring into the 

facility to do the work himself, I am sure he is 

willing to do that as well. 

MR. DODD: Might I suggest this, Judge? 

Certainly what I have indicated to Mr. Walsh and 

Mr. Fahey is if either or both of them wish to 
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come to our office, we will make available the 

contents of the Oswego County Sheriff's 

Department's investigation report. Mr. Walsh has 

been at our office three times. I met him in 

person twice. He reviewed documents. Mr. Fahey 

has not. I made available to Mr. Walsh copies of 

the portion of the file that he requested. In 

fact, we gave him copies. I believe he would 

speak to that, your Honor. Whatever he asked 

for, he got. We also made available to him, as 

well to Mr. Fahey, the rest of the discoverable 

property he seeks in whatever form it is and 

certainly we don't -- we will make available and 

provide to Mr. Fahey copies of the documents that 

he wishes to review, but what we would like to do 

is fine-tune it. There is a great mass of 

information and to the extent that he wants 

portions of it and not other portions of it, it 

will save our efforts in terms of reproduction. 

We have had at times three persons working 

full-time making a duplicate copy of that report. 

THE COURT: Now we get to where I am, all 

right? Mr. Fahey has made a statement to me here 

today, as I see it, that he wants the entire 
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file. 

MR. FAHEY: Absolutely. 

12 

THE COURT: All right. Now, with that in 

mind and with your personal knowledge of the mass 

of material that you say exists, how much time 

would you anticipate it will take to complete a 

reproduction of that entire· file? 

MR. DODD: The documents themselves? Judge, 

I think we have most of it done right now and we 

could provide it 

THE COURT: Well, can we say thirty or sixty 

days? 

MR. DODD: It won't take thirty days, Judge. 

We can have it by --

THE COURT: When can you get up there? 

MR. FAHEY: As soon as they are ready. 

MR. DODD: Judge, we could have it available 

certainly by Friday of next week if that's 

acceptable. 

THE COURT: I am not looking for twenty-four 

hour day operation of your machines. Thirty days 

is enough, just so I can schedule some more 

things on this case. 

MR. DODD: Judge, to move this case along --
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THE COURT: We have holidays coming up, you 

know. 

I want to say to all of you who are here 

today. I'm not sure I understand the methodology 

by which the Off ice of Court Administration 

works, and I don't believe that I am alone in 

that analysis. 

I have received thus far a minimum of four 

applications from different jurisdictions -

actually, they are copies, all right, of requests 

for me to preside over a number of different 

cases, most of w~ich involve homicides. And I am 

going to tell you that I can't do all of them. 

It's my understanding that Judge McCarthy 

has indicated either a reluctance to or a problem 

with being able to preside over this trial. I am 

advised by him that he has been reassigned back 

to this county, back to our Oswego County, for 

the year 1995, but I am not sure that the County 

Court -- what the County Court terms of court 

will be for the year 1995, because we haven't 

been privy to the decision of the Office of Court 

Administration for that schedule. 

I have heard and have nothing official, but 
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I have heard that our other county level judge 

who sometimes serves in County Court, and in this 

particular case, lower courts as well, that Judge 

Elliott may or may not be able to undertake this 

case should I not be available. I am operating 

under the assumption that I will have the case, 

all right? Although, again, you know, officially 

I am advised that irrespective of the requests 

from the different jurisdictions for my presence 

on those cases, there is at least a significant 

possibility that I will be assigned to Onondaga 

County for the 1995 County Court terms there. 

I am just going to continue operating under 

the assumption that this case is here, that I am 

the judge that is assigned to this part and 

without becoming too specific, I would like try 

to schedule, or be aware of, what we can do to 

schedule some hearings if, in fact, they are 

ordered as a result of these motions. I know 

Mr. Walsh has taken a position concerning his 

filing of motions in this case. I respect it. I 

am not sure whether it is correct or not, but I 

respect the position he is taking and I think the 

People are not strenuously objecting to granting 
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an adjournment of his motion date as well. 

Now, there is a request by Mr. Fahey for 

inspection of the Grand Jury minutes and there is 

a response by you, Mr. Dodd, to that request. 

And correct me if I am wrong, because I see the 

bags under your eyes, so I know you are working. 

Around two o'clock this morning, when I was going 

through your papers, I eventually reached about 

the fifth page of your response, which indicated 

that you really don't have any objection to doing 

that. 

MR. DODD: Absolutely not, your Honor. 

THE COURT: And I saw in that portion of 

your response, that paragraph of your response, 

an assertion that those minutes have been 

provided to the Court, if I am not mistaken, and 

I don't have them. If you said you gave them to 

me, I don't know where we have them. 

MR. DODD: I thought I said they will be 

provided. I will check, but certainly, 

substantively, the People recognize Mr. Fahey, 

and Mr. Walsh when he makes the motion, have the 

right to your inspection of the Grand Jury 

minutes relative to the indictment voted. We 
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regard. 

THE COURT: As I said, I don't have them and 

I am going to direct that they be produced to the 

Court. 

I am going to reserve on your applications, 

Mr. Fahey, for, first of all, disclosure or 

release of the contents of these minutes until I 

have had the opportunity to review them, and I am 

also going to reserve on your application to 

dismiss the indictments pending review of the 

Grand Jury minutes. 

MR. DODD: Judge, if I may respond. The 

Court had requested a date by which we could make 

available to Mr. Fahey a copy of the criminal 

investigation report. December 16th, 1994. 

Friday of next week. 

MR. FAHEY: Fine. 

THE COURT: I would like to, while we are 

talking about dates -- what kind of a time frame 

are you talking about for the Grand Jury 

minutes? 

MR. DODD: Judge, I believe they have been 
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transcribed. 

17 

THE COURT: So, really, it is not going to 

be a problem for the 16th or the end of the 

year. Remember, we have the holidays corning up. 

MR. DODD: Yes, sir. I believe they will be 

transcribed, Judge. 

THE COURT: January 30th for report date so 

that we can review where we stand with the 

discovery materials and the production of the 

Grand Jury minutes. 

MR. FAHEY: That's fine. 

THE COURT: Just so this case doesn't get -

MR. FAHEY: That's fine. 

THE COURT: So now we have accomplished the 

discovery portion of your motion. Would you 

agree with that? 

MR. FAHEY: Yes. 

THE COURT: And the Grand Jury. 

MR. FAHEY: I am assuming if there are 

materials in the file I am going to receive, I 

can make 

THE COURT: Don't speculate, will you. 

Let's see what you are looking at. 255 provides 

the machinery for further application to the 
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Court. 

MR. FAHEY: Right. 

THE COURT: The next phase of Mr. Fahey's 

motion papers involves the application for a 

severance. I read your papers. 

18 

MR. FAHEY: I would suggest, although I 

think I made out a sufficient basis for severance 

on behalf of Gary Thibodeau, both with respect to 

the imposition of his own defense and a possible 

conflict with his co-defendant, the Court might 

wish to reserve on that application pending the 

filing of Mr. Walsh's motion. 

THE COURT: It could become a moot issue as 

well. In fact, as I read your answer, Mr. Dodd, 

you seem to indicate, if I recall, that you would 

concede Mr. Walsh's client's right to a 

severance. Did you say that? I don't want to 

put words your mouth. 

MR. DODD: Judge, I anticipate Mr. Walsh 

will be making a motion for severance. 

Certainly, he, I believe, will have a stronger 

basis in fact to support the grounds for that 

particular motion. It will be up to Mr. Walsh to 

fine-tune the contours. 
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As to Mr. Fahey's motion for severance, I 

believe the case law that we have cited supports 

the conclusion by the Court that he is not 

entitled to it, that his papers are defective and 

deficient in a number of respects. I have 

articulated the basis for how I believe they are 

defective. I set that forth in my written 

response. I don't believe that the facts, as he 

alleges them in his affirmation, come close to 

supporting the requirement under People v. 

Mahboubian, I believe. For that reason, Judge, 

we oppose the motion. 

THE COURT: All right. I will reserve on 

that application and decide it on or before the 

30th of January, or at least we'll leave it for 

the 30th of January for further consideration. 

The suppression issue concerning statements 

allegedly taken from Gary Thibodeau in violation 

of his rights as well as the allegations that 

statements taken from Mr. Thibodeau in violation 

of his rights, not necessarily by a police 

officer but by somebody acting under the 

authority of and the direction of, it would seem 

to me to be an identical issue, even though it 
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might not be the same persons who were painting 

the statements. 

MR. FAHEY: It would certainly seem to be 

two issues that can be resolved at one hearing. 

THE COURT: Well, there were two issues 

the two issues to be presented are, I guess, 

whether or not those two individuals who claim 

that Gary made statements were, in fact, agents 

of the police officers. 

MR. FAHEY: That certainly is one aspect of 

it. The other aspect of it being whether or not 

the interviews, which I now know were apparently 

conducted by Investigator Yerdon, were conducted 

in violation 

THE COURT: Well, either way. Either way. 

MR. FAHEY: Correct. 

THE COURT: It is the determination of 

whether or not the statements were taken legally, 

illegally. 

MR. FAHEY: Correct. 

THE COURT: Irrespective of who made the 

inquiries or to who the statements were made. 

MR. FAHEY: Yes. 

THE COURT: So it is a Huntley issue. 
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THE COURT: Sure. 

MR. DODD: Judge, we would ask the Court to 

deny even the requirement of the hearing, and the 

basis for that is that Mr. Fahey's papers are 

wholly defective. He has argued, if I may, that 

defendant's right to counsel had been violated 

when he was questioned -- interviewed by members 

of the Oswego County Sheriff 'a Department, and a 

separate branch, if you will, was that 

Mr. Baldasaro and Mr. McDonald were acting as 

agents of the police. 

If I may address that aspect first. Any 

attorney has got to set forth facts to support 

that statement of fact, some affirmation to 

indicate of his direct knowledge or information 

and belief that those two individuals were acting 

as agents, and my argument to the Court is this. 

There is nothing but conclusory speculation. 

There is no -- nothing in defense counsel's 

affirmation that Mr. Baldasaro and/or 

Mr. McDonald, either independently or jointly, 

were acting as agents of any police officer. He 
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has stated it, but there is no basis of fact as 

required under the Criminal Procedure Law to 

support that conclusory statement, and on that 

ground, Judge, I would submit to the Court that 

he could have interviewed Mr. Baldasaro. He 

could have interviewed Mr. McDonald. He could 

have spoken to the police to support the 

establishment of the grounds. On that basis 

first, Judge, I am arguing that the papers are 

defective. 

As to grounds themselves, your Honor, 

substantively our position has been that neither 

Baldasaro or McDonald at any time were acting as 

agents of any law enforcement agency, and, also, 

under the Bing analysis, that is, right to 

counsel, has been violated. 

THE COURT: See, I read your papers and I am 

aware of the technical language that you cite in 

the statute, but it seems to me that -- at least 

it seemed to me as I was reading the responses, 

that that issue in this county had been put to 

rest by the voluminous number of occasions which 

indicate that in substance a hearing, such as a 

Huntley Hearing and an examination of Grand Jury 
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minutes, are available to the defendant for their 

asking. Despite the fact that this Criminal 

Procedure Law still specifically states the 

necessity of a factual basis for inspection of 

the Grand Jury minutes, you acknowledge that he 

is entitled to it here today, and this same 

scenario holds true for a Huntley issue and 

always has been. Not always has been, but at 

least the last five or ten years it has been 

there for the asking, and to come in and say that 

the statute requires a showing of fact and 

specific factual allegations, that your statement 

that the lawyer must set forth the facts and put 

them out on information and belief to support his 

request, certainly looks to me from a review of 

Mr. Fahey's affidavit, that he doesn't, in any 

aspect of his papers, propose that he has 

personal knowledge, but it would appear from a 

review of the initial affidavit contained in his 

papers, which refers to the balance of the motion 

papers, and apparently -- or maybe not done in 

the most concise manner, attempts to incorporate 

the allegations of the balance of those papers 

contained in the affidavit, he has done no less 
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than you. And the last I looked, you were a 

lawyer, and you made a statement here under oath 

that he, Mr. Baldasaro, or whatever the other 

person's name was, were not agents of the Oswego 

County Sheriff's Department. 

MR. DODD: Based upon my direct 

conversations with them, your Honor. I have a 

basis in fact to state that to the Court and my 

argument is procedurally what applies to the 

People, should apply to the defense, and that's 

the argument I make. I appreciate the Court's 

position. I just want to make the argument, 

Judge. 

THE COURT: I mean the bottom line, the 

bottom line as I see this, there is going to be a 

Huntley Hearing. 

MR. DODD: Yes, sir, I understand that. 

THE COURT: There are fact issues here. 

There are fact issues as to whether or not Bing 

comes into play, as to whether or not West comes 

into play, whether or not the Roger Rules exists 

here in this courtroom today, and in this case, 

and it would seem to me the better course to 

follow and the most expeditious course to follow, 
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is to conduct a complete hearing once, rather 

than doing it two, possibly three times, and 

because of the nature and the facts of the 

dispute, I am going to grant the application for 

a Huntley Hearing. 

Obviously, I am not going to grant the 

request to suppress the statements until I hear 

the testimony, and that will include any 

statements that were alleged to have been taken 

by law enforcement personnel or persons acting 

under their direction and authority. 

MR. FAHEY: Before we leave this point, 

Judge. since we are anticipating conducting a 

factual hearing with respect to those 

allegations, let me inquire as to whether or not 

the People intend to offer any property that was 

seized from my client's residence pursuant to 

warrants that were issued, because if that is the 

effect of the case, then I may be in a position 

to make a suppression motion, but at this point, 

I don't have any indication that's going to be 

the case. 

MR. DODD: Judge, in that regard --

THE COURT: To be quite frank about it, I 
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didn't know there was a search warrant. 

MR. FAHEY: There were two. 

THE COURT: That's a whole new ballgame. 

Can you settle it? 

MR. DODD: Judge, this is the first time Mr. 

Fahey has brought this to my attention. If he is 

willing to talk to me to settle this issue, I 

will certainly talk to him today if he wishes. 

THE COURT: That's not part of his motion. 

I mean if we can settle it. If we can't, we 

can't. 

MR. FAHEY: I know they produced the warrant 

at my request and I reviewed the warrant, but I 

haven't gotten any indication that they are going 

to offer property and that's I didn't see any 

point in burdening the Court or requiring him to 

respond without knowing whether they were going 

to do that or not. 

THE COURT: If you can resolve it between 

now and the 30th, between you and Mr. Dodd, fine. 

If not, bring a motion. 

MR. DODD: Judge, may I make inquiry. Is 

the Court tentatively going to schedule a hearing 

date at this point or reserve until other issues 
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become clearer? 

THE COURT: I can't schedule a hearing 

27 

date. I got twenty-seven boxes I haven't gone 

through yet. I need to do that before I can 

conduct a hearing. That's why I want to use this 

January 30th date so that we see where we are for 

a timetable here. 

MR. DODD: Yes, sir. 

THE COURT: So we will set the date for the 

Huntley hearing on or after January 30th. 

The 240.43 application you are making, 

Mr. Fahey. I call it Sandoval material. 

MR. FAHEY: Yes. I see that they have 

disclosed it in great sickening detail in their 

response. Having disclosed it now, I would think 

that perhaps we ought to be able to expeditiously 

resolve what is and is not relevant. 

THE COURT: That is a relatively short 

hearing, the Sandoval issue, and I think probably 

there is no real great need to concern ourselves 

with scheduling that now, is there? 

MR. FAHEY: Well, I think we ought to 

schedule it prior to the time of jury selection 

because it --
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THE COURT: I would anticipate I would do it 

before then. 

MR. FAHEY: Thank you. 

THE COURT: I think we are talking about the 

next sixty days here that I'm worried about and 

the pre-trial procedures, as opposed to the 

imminent procedures. 

MR. DODD: If the Court would allow, Mr. 

Fahey indicated that in sickening detail we set 

forth the prior bad acts of his client. They are 

quite exhaustive 

THE COURT: Alleged. 

MR. DODD: Alleged, your Honor, certainly. 

Will the Court allow us to amend that list by way 

of deletion and/or addition prior to the actual 

hearing that you have to resolve this issue? 

THE COURT: Sure. 

MR. DODD: Thank you. 

THE COURT: There is a distinct possibility 

that not only will I allow you to, I will order 

you to. I might order you to delete some of 

them. 

The next application you made here is a 

240.45 application, Mr. Fahey. I call it the 

A.  798
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Rosario application. 

MR. FAHEY: That's correct. 

29 

THE COURT: Mr. Dodd has proposed that a 

nonliteral interpretation of the statute be made. 

As opposed to delivering ~t after the completion 

of jury selection, it be done prior to 

commencement of jury selection. He indicates to 

me he has been doing that on a number of cases up 

here. It may be because of the amount of the 

material that I would think that more than a week 

would be appropriate. 

MR. FAHEY: Every time I hear the word 

"voluminous" it makes me want to accelerate that 

date a little bit further. 

THE COURT: This has what I have. I don't 

know what the volumes are. I agree, but --

MR. DODD: Judge, I would be willing to talk 

with Mr. Fahey. 

THE COURT: Corne up with a date prior to 

jury selection that is agreeable to -- if you 

can't, I will order the date. That will be a 

matter of the report on the 30th, okay? 

MR. FAHEY: Fine. 

THE COURT: I can tell you this, both of 
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you, Rosario material is going to be provided 

earlier than after the completion of jury 

selection. 

MR. DODD: Absolutely, your Honor. 

30 

THE COURT: I don't even consider -- I don't 

even feel that I have to discuss Brady. 

MR. FAHEY: No. 

THE COURT: Certainly reasonable men and 

reasonable lawyers have in many prior instances 

discussed what is and is not Brady material. 

Mr. Dodd and I have discussed it at length, 

sometimes into the wee hours of the evening. 

There is no question in my mind that Mr. Dodd is 

aware of his duty under the law, and there is 

also no question in my mind that he will comply 

with that duty and I am not going to make a Court 

order regarding the production of Brady material 

absent a specific showing for a need for such an 

order and that also includes your request for a 

Court supervised order regarding Brady material. 

MR. FAHEY: On this issue, I would note that 

there was a report disclosed to Mr. Walsh which 

indicates that the victim in this case was at 

some previous time working as a confidential 

A.  800
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informant for the sheriff's department several 

years previously. 

31 

THE COURT: I just read the article in the 

paper the day before yesterday. 

MR. FAHEY: That's when I discovered it. 

THE COURT: I see there is possibly some 

tactual dispute as to whether or not Sergeant 

Lorty is correct in his assertions, or that which 

is directed to him. I don't know whether a 

report exists or not but Mr. Dodd has indicated 

that he is going to give you the file on this 

case, and if there is reports in the file 

involving Ms. Allen's prior relationship with the 

police agencies that would be relevant to this 

proceeding, it is my belief that he is probably 

going to give that to you. 

MR. FAHEY: The report that Mr. Walsh shared 

with me indicated that there was a file in 

existence that was brought to the scene of D&W, 

but Mr. Walsh has not been given that particular 

file. That's what I would ask to be disclosed. 

MR. DODD: Judge, I didn't realize that Mr. 

Fahey was going to argue on behalf of Mr. Walsh. 

MR. FAHEY: I am arguing on behalf of 
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Mr. Thibodeau, frankly. That's who I represent. 

But knowing there is certainly that kind of 

documentation in existence, we are under the 

subject of Brady material, it seems incumbent 

upon me, representing Mr. Thibodeau, to make that 

request. 

THE COURT: I don't know if it exists or 

not. I honestly don't know. I don't know if 

Mr. Dodd knows whether it exists or not. 

MR. DODD: Judge, I have some information. 

I most certainly, again, will speak with Mr. 

Fahey. It appears often times the first time I 

hear something is when I read it in the paper and 

in that regard, Judge, that will create an issue 

I wish to address when we are through with this 

particular motion, your Honor. 

THE COURT: Well, I read the paper. It 

would seem to me that the information was coming 

from various members of the Oswego County 

Sheriff's Department, and I would have to 

conclude, make the assumption, that they are a 

whole lot closer to being under your control than 

Mr. Fahey. If the information came from the 

department and you heard it from the newspaper, I 
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am not going to blame Mr. Fahey and Mr. Walsh for 

that. I don't know what the situation with that 

is. It is quite perplexing. 

MR. DODD: I will talk to Mr. Fahey, your 

Honor. 

THE COURT: That completes the requests that 

you made in your motion. 

MR. FAHEY: Thank you. 

THE COURT: All right. Mr. Walsh. You had 

filed an application for -- actually it was for 

preclusion, was it not, regarding the discovery 

materials that you sought? 

MR. WALSH: Yes, your Honor, I did. I have 

had an opportunity to in the answer provided by 

Mr. Dodd this morning. There is only one 

observation I really wanted to make before I 

addressed it. I just wanted to insure that -- on 

page two of Mr. Dodd's response, where he says 

that we are going to make the entire Oswego 

County Sheriff's Department criminal 

investigation report available -- I didn't want 

to play semantics. Is that everything the 

sheriff's department has, or is the report 

something different than everything in their 
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physical possession? I just· needed to know what 

that meant. 

THE COURT: That is an appropriate 

question. What does that mean? What does the 

Oswego County Sheriff's Department investigation 

report involve in this matter? What does that --

MR. DODD: What I provided to Mr. Walsh on 

the three times in person that he has come to our 

off ice are a copy of the report of the Oswego 

County Sheriff's Department having to do with the 

criminal investigation which takes a multitude of 

forms. It takes the form in the part of lead 

sheets and then subsequent follow-up reports 

relative to those particular leads and also is 

included the substance of statements that any 

potential witness may have said to a police 

person as a follow-up to that lead. In matters 

and at times, it includes copies of statements 

sworn statements, from various potential 

witnesses or individuals that were witnesses to 

nothing but merely were being good citizens in 

trying to help the police and in trying to help 

locate the individuals who kidnapped Heidi. We 

provided to Mr. Walsh those particular documents, 
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Judge, relating to this particular action which 

has to do with the abduction of Heidi Allen. 

MR. WALSH: I understand that, but I just 

want to know is this everything they have got? 

It's simply that. Is it everything they got, or 

is there more they are not going to give? I 

think when you mentioned it you said in part. 

Something about the statements. I just want to 

know is this everything they got, or if it isn't, 

what are they keeping back? 

MR. DODD: It is not a question of keeping 

back. 

MR. WALSH: I understand that, but is there 

anything more -- are you not going to give me 

everything you say you are going to give me? 

MR. DODD: Mr. Walsh, if I told you I would 

give it to you you have been to our office a 

number of times. We have had a number of 

conversations. 

MR. WALSH: And you have been good about 

that, Mr. Dodd. I just want to know if this is 

everything you got and if it isn't everything you 

got, what are up holding back? 

MR. DODD: Judge --
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THE COURT: He doesn't want to tell you what 

he's holding back, Mr. Walsh. 

MR. FAHEY: That's why you hold it back. 

THE COURT: Sure. 

MR. DODD: Judge, I understand Mr. Walsh's 

desire to review everything that he can possibly 

review. What I am trying to do in good faith is 

make available to him the report of the sheriff 'a 

department. He may get a copy of the report from 

the sheriff's department 

MR. WALSH: Maybe I should make this 

multiple choice. 

THE COURT: All he wants to know is what you 

mean when you say sheriff's report. Now, you 

know, if the sheriff's report refers to a door, 

is he going to get access to a door so he can see 

that, or is it just going to say, well, there's a 

lot of things that are ref erred to in this report 

and here is the report and I am going to give you 

some of the things that are ref erred to but I am 

not going to give them all to you. 

MR. DODD: All right. I don't know the 

extent to which Mr. Walsh has been confronted 

with that particular issue when he has reviewed 
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follow-up reports relative to the lead sheets. 

In part, there are police officers' notations, 

police officers• reports relative to the 

substance of their conversations with whomever 

they spoke with relative to that lead, and, in 

part, sometimes there are sworn statements that 

are affixed to it and those are the documents 

that I have provided to Mr. Walsh. If the 

document refers to something else and he is 

saying that he didn't see it, the something else, 

if it is there, we will make it available to 

him. 

THE COURT: Is it the phrase in part? 

MR. WALSH: In part is kind of troubling. 

Do I have copies of everything they have? 

THE COURT: When you say there is a 

statement ref erred to and you say -- my 

understanding of your analysis is that this 

sheriff's report, parts of it refer to 

statements. 

MR. DODD: Yes, sir. 

THE COURT: So, in part, if this report 
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refers to statements, he can have the 

statements. He is saying are you going to give 

me the statements in part. 

MR. DODD: Judge, all right. I understand 

what the Court 

Walsh has said. 

how it has interpreted what Mr. 

THE COURT: And what you said. I ~ trying 

to interpret both of them. 

MR. DODD: Yes, sir, thank you. I believe 

the Court indicated all Rosario material, if it 

is a prior sworn statement of a witness the 

People intend to call at time of trial, that 

issue will be addressed under a different 

provision of· the Criminal Procedure Law. Mr. 

Walsh is saying am I going to get copies of all 

statements interviewed by the Oswego County 

Sheriff's Department as part of statutory 

discovery whether or not they are a witness we 

intend to call or not call because they were not 

a witness to everything. When the Court tells 

us, we turn over copies of statements from 

witnesses that related to the subject matter 

testimony at time of trial, we will comply with 

that requirement. We will do that. 
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MR. WALSH: Here is the problem I got. This 

is Mr. Dodd -- defense counsel was advised by me 

on numerous occasions that the entire Oswego 

County Sheriff's Department criminal 

investigation report relating to this criminal 

action would be made available at the District 

Attorney's office for its inspection, 

photocopying and review. Now, when somebody says 

entire to me, that says they are going to give me 

everything they have, police reports, affidavits, 

notes, memoranda, everything relating to this 

criminal investigation. Now, if I am wrong in 

that, then I would like to know what I'm getting 

and what I am not getting. 

MR. DODD: Judge, if I may. This 

investigation is ongoing as we speak. I will 

state --

MR. WALSH: From today. 

THE COURT: Back. 

MR. WALSH: Back. 

MR. DODD: Well, some of the information 

that I am familiar with --

THE COURT: Don. Don, look it. Now we got 

to the heart of the matter. I said, when Mr. 
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Fahey came in here this morning, I said to him, 

look is this motion you sought an order to compel 

discovery of, I don't think you are entitled to 

under the statute. Again, I don't want to put 

words in your mouth but in reading the paperwork 

you submitted to the Court, it seems to me you 

made the offer to disclose the file. Now 

Mr. Walsh just read from your affidavit exactly 

those words. And I become troubled by the fact 

that you are saying, well, yes, except for 

Rosario material that we will give when we are 

ordered to give it. Well, if you are going to 

give the complete file, you give the complete 

file. You don't come in and say, I am going to 

give the complete file, but I'm not. I mean if 

you are going to give the complete file, the 

issues are moot that are raised in the motions. 

If you are not going to give the complete file, 

don't come in and represent that that's what you 

are doing because, I'll then decide those 

applications that are being made for specific 

discovery. And nobody is trying to rule 

unilaterally to say that you must give something 

that you don't have, Mr. Dodd. You were not 
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asking for that, are you? 

MR. WALSH: I'm sorry. 

THE COURT: You were not asking for 

materials, discovery materials, that they don't 

have yet? 

MR. WALSH: No. I just want to know if he 

is going to give me everything, or if he is not 

going to give me everything, that he simply say 

so. That's why I wanted a determinati~n by 

someone as to what that means. Is he giving me 

everything, or is he not? That's not a tough 

question. 

THE COURT: Are you able to answer it? 

MR. DODD: Yes, Judge, I am. I have tried 

to do it, sir. 

MR. WALSH: It really only calls for a yes 

or no answer. 

MR. DODD: Thank you, Mr. Walsh. I 

appreciate you trying to 

MR. WALSH: I don't think that's too 

difficult. 

MR. DODD: Judge, we'll make available the 

report. We have indicated we will make available 

the reports. We have given him copies of 
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statements that are made part of and incorporated 

and stapled to the lead sheets of the --

THE COURT: I'm not going to tell him to 

give it back to you. Whatever you gave him, you 

gave him. I am not going to tell him to give it 

back to you. He says he hasn't got what he 

wants. He hasn't got what he is entitled to. 

You were telling me today, said in the affidavit 

just .read from, you are going to make the case 

file available to him. When you say I am going 

to make the report available to him, does that 

mean you are going to make the case file 

available? 

MR. DODD: The report is the written report 

of the sheriff's department. That's what I have, 

Judge. I don't draw the distinction between the 

case file and the reports, sir. Literally, we 

have pieces of paper that have other pieces of 

paper stapled to them. 

THE COURT: And I tried to address that by 

saying what about something that is not a piece 

of paper. What about a car? What about a car? 

Those are items that I would assume have been --

there are physical items that are not pieces of 
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paper 

MR. DODD: In that regard, I believe Mr. 

Walsh knows that we have made available to him 

all the photographs, diagrams, video 

tapes, everything that is referred to in the 

report, and/or wasn't, is referred to in the 

report that we have in our possession that we 

made available to him. 

43 

My concern is, Judge, there are ~ertain 

matters the sheriff's department is still 

following up on as I speak and what I don't want 

to do is to stand in the way of the sheriff's 

department from furthering leads that come to 

them at this time. That's what I am trying to 

do, Judge. 

MR. WALSH: Well, I guess I didn't ask the 

question in the proper way, but how about this -

are there any affidavits by witnesses in 

existence now that you haven't given me? 

THE COURT: Why don't you go further -- or 

that you are not going to give me. 

MR. WALSH: Is there some stuff you don't 

want to give me? 

MR. DODD: Judge, that's Rosario material. 
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THE COURT: No, Don. We are back to square 

one. I read your affidavit. He can have our 

file. He can have the sheriff's report. He can 

have the things that are referred to. He can 

have everything that is there and then after 

that's being said, although the People could have 

refused some items pursuant to Section 240A35, 

not one item of discoverable property was refused 

to be made available to defense counsel. 

So to come in and say to me I will give him 

the entire sheriff's file. I will give him the 

entire report we got, but I am only going to give 

him discoverable material. I mean by telling him 

you were going to give the entire file, I have 

already conceded and I think the lawyers for the 

defense have conceded, that there may be items 

that are not statutorily available to them under 

the discovery portion of the CPL, and if that is 

the way they want to proceed, I don't think they 

really have a big objection to that, all right, 

but don't come in and say I am going to give them 

the entire sheriff's report, everything we got, 

and then say, as long as it fits with the statute 

of the discovery section. It can't be both. It 
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might possibly in some instances be both, but I 

don't know that, because I don't have access to 

this material, but to come in and make a 

representation that I am going to give you 

anything you want. You can come up here and pick 

it up. If you want the entire file copied, I'll 

give it to you and then throw the kicker in, but 

I am not going to give you Rosario material and 

say that's in compliance with your agreement. 

MR. DODD: Judge, to the extent that there 

are statements that we have, they're not part of 

the reports themselves. Just a statement. And 

those statements serve as the predicate or the 

basis for ongoing investigations of the sheriff's 

department which I will state to the Court is 

occurring. What I am attempting to do is to 

comply with the requirements of the law and yet 

not stand in the way of the sheriff's department 

f rorn being able to follow up on information that 

is corning to them, but that's what I am trying to 

do, your Honor. Along the lines of some of the 

information that is given to them, the 

individuals who give it to them may not wish to 

provide other information if they were going to 
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read it in the press. 

46 

THE COURT: That's not a consideration as to 

whether or not the materials are discoverable or 

whether it is part of your agreement to disclose 

the report in the file, the decision or 

determination by some citizen that he doesn't 

want to read about it. 

MR. DODD: Judge, might I suggest this? 

Everyone here, all attorneys, are familiar with 

the requirement for all prior records, statements 

of witnesses, and, in fact, we will provide all 

sworn statements for notation or anything that 

constitutes a statement of a witness. 

THE COURT: I don't know. I may be wrong 

but I don't recall Rosario material being limited 

to sworn statements. 

MR. DODD: I am not suggesting that, Judge, 

that it is not, that in that regard, might this 

be a moot issue, in that everyone will receive 

all the prior statements of any potential witness 

at time of trial, or prior to the time of trial, 

whenever the Court sets the date, that·-much of 

that information has already been given over to 

Mr. Walsh. 
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THE COURT: The 16th of December you told me 

earlier you could give it over. Reproduce it by 

the 16th of December. 

MR. DODD: Are you directing me I have to 

disclose information from individuals who are 

now 

THE COURT: I am asking you, are you going 

to comply with the agreement you have made or do 

you want me to decide? I guess the practical 

solution to this whole argument that seems to be 

ongoing here this morning is to provide to them 

what you are willing to provide to them and I 

will reserve your right to come back to this 

Court to seek such items as you believe exists 

and is being refused. That will put a little 

I mean that's what the statute envisions when the 

discovery demands are made anyways, but it 

appears that we haven't gone past it. 

MR. WALSH: I am starting to feel like I am 

at the Bolshoi Ballet, but this is probably the 

best way to resolve it. 

THE COURT: I really didn't want to have 

this whole thing put off to the 30th of January, 

but I know as we stand here today that there is 
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no County Court during the month of January, 

before the 30th o'f January. I want the report 

concerning discovery materials either in the 

hands of the Court at, or prior to, the 30th of 

January to see wha~, if any, items of discovery 

that are being sought are still outstanding and 

require the involvement of the Court to make a 

determination as to whether or not they should be 

directed to be produced or, in fact, whether it 

even exists. 

MR. DODD: Judge, I believe the immediate 

issue the Court was addressing is the motion of 

Attorney Walsh relative to the application --

THE COURT: Well that's my ruling on it. I 

am reserving his right to seek preclusion to the 

30th of January or any other relief that he 

seeks, because when you people are back on the 

30th of January, I want you to be in a position 

to say I have given them everything that I am 

going to willingly give them up to the point that 

we are now at, reserving the obligation that I 

have to provide additional information should it 

become available as a result of the ongoing 

sheriff's investigation, and then I want the two 
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of you, or either of you, as the case may be, who 

desires to seek whatever relief you want 

regarding the remaining things that you believe 

you should get and have not received. 

MR. FAHEY: Fine. 

MR. WALSH: Judge, would the Court wish me 

to submit my motions to be argued on the 30th or 

wait until --

THE COURT: If you can. If you can submit 

it on the basis -- if they involve the 

requirement that you have those actual items and 

those materials that you have sought under your 

discovery material and you got that information 

sufficient to enable you to crank out those 

motions, I would like them here. 

MR. WALSH: Fine, Judge, but that will be 

dependent on --

THE COURT: And other grounds for relief I 

can envision would not require any discovery 

materials to be able to seek relief, and I 

anticipate those would be available for argument 

out there. 

MR. WALSH: One other case I would make. I 
. 

am sure it was an oversight on Mr. Dodd's part, 
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but any response to Mr. Fahey's motions, might I 

be served a copy as well? Mr. Fahey submitted 

motions. There was a response served on him, Mr. 

Fahey and the Court. I never received a copy of 

those. I simply request that I be copied on all 

further correspondence regarding this 

indictment. 

MR. DODD: Judge, I will honor that request. 

MR. WALSH: Thank you. 

MR. DODD: Judge, if I may, we submitted a 

written answer to defense counsel's motion to 

preclude and I set forth the basis for it. I 

understand the Court's ruling, but the essence of 

my argument in opposition is that at no time did 

we refuse Mr. Walsh's request to inspect our 

file. 

THE COURT: I know that. 

MR. DODD: Yes, sir. 

THE COURT: All right. I am going, for the 

purposes of this motion, to reserve on those 

discovery materials and your application for 

severance, Mr. Fahey. Otherwise, the motion is 

granted to the extent that I have made the order 

today and I would like an order so that the 
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record is absolutely protected in this matter in 

the event that further proceedings are later 

held. Thank you, gentlemen. 

* * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * * 
C E R T I F I C A T E 

I, Lori A. Fenoff, an Official Court 

Reporter of the Fifth Judicial District, State of 

New York, do hereby certify that the foregoing is 

a true and correct transcript of my stenographic 

notes taken in the above-entitled matter at the 

time and place first above-mentioned. 

LORI A. FENOFF, 
Official Court Reporter 
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WILES & FAHEY 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 

1010 STATE TOWER BUILDING 
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13202 

TELEPHONE (315) 474-4648 

DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S 01-.:: 
· .. J 

CHRISTOPHER WILES 

JOSEPH E. FAHEY 

OF COUNSEL 

BEN WILES. JR. 

Hon. William J. Burke 
Chambers 
Onondaga County Court House 
401 Montgomery Street 
Syracuse, NY 13202 

February 2, 1995 

RE: PEOPLE v. RICHARD THIBODEAU and GARY THIBODEAU 
Indictment No. 94-161 
Our File No. 2664.1 

Dear Judge Burke: 

PARALEGALS 

MEG MOLLER MARTIN 

SANDRA L. :ZEH 

On December 2, 1994, I wrote you in connection with the 
above-captioned case upon my receipt of a letter from the Honorable 
James McCarthy who had recused himself from hearing the proceedings 
in this action. 

In that letter, a copy of which I am enclosing, I requested 
that the case be continued before the Honorable John W. Brandt, 
Oswego County Court Judge, before whom the defendants had been 
arraigned and who was scheduled to hear motions on December 5, 
1994. In requesting that the proceedings be continued before Judge 
Brandt from beginning to conclusion, I noted that my client is 
charged with a Class-A Felony, the most serious offense which can 
be charged in the state of New York and which carries a life 
sentence and because, in my judgment, the case is one which is 
complicated and may present a number of novel issues. 

Following that letter, I appeared before Judge Brandt and 
argued my Omnibus Motions. Judge Brandt reserved decision on a 
number of my Motions, agreed to inspect the Grand Jury minutes and 
issued a very comprehensive and detailed discovery order and 
schedule for all parties in this case. In furtherance of the 
order, the District Attorney's Office has delivered five boxes of 
material to both Mr. Walsh and me for our review. Needless to say, 
my belief that this case is an extremely complicated one has been 
borne out by this first round of very voluminous discovery. 
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Hon. William J. Burke 
February 2, 1995 
Page 2 

During the past couple of weeks, it has been rumored that 

Judge Brandt would be reassigned and that a new judge would b~ 

assigned to hear additional matters. Yesterday, I was informed by 

THE WATERTOWN DAILY TIMES that Judge Lee Clary of Jefferson County 

Court would be assigned to the case. on the same day, I spoke with 

Judge Brandt who informed me that he was still prepared to preside 

over the case, and being removed from the case was not a decision 

he sought or requested. 

I am extremely disappointed by this turn of events given the 

present procedural posture in this case. My Motions on behalf of 

Gary Thibodeau have been filed and argued with several being under 

consideration by Judge Brandt and others having been ruled on. Mr. 

Walsh's Motions have been filed but are yet to be argued. 

Extensive argument has occurred with respect to the extremely 

voluminous and complicated discovery in this matter. Multiple 

hearings on various issues have been granted but yet to be 

scheduled, and for reasons I do not quite understand, the District 

Attorney's Office in Oswego County has sent the Grand Jury minutes 

and exhibits to Judge McCarthy who previously has recused himself. 

My apprehension about this case becoming more complicated and 

indeed confusing by virtue of it being repeatedly reassigned is 

growing with each development. Moreover, my experience in this 

situation is that when the case is handled piece-meal, no judge has 

a global view of either the issues or prior determinations made in 

the case and is called upon to interpret a prior judge's ruling 

with disastrous results. 

In People v. Bianco, the case was repeatedly assigned like 

this one, and discovery rulings made by one judge had to be 

interpreted by a subsequent judge, and these issues resulted in 

appellate and post-trial proceedings which consumed seven years. 

I do not think that we ought to be put in the position of running 

the risk that this will happen again. 

Finally, I would note that Judge Brandt was elected in Oswego 

County to preside over criminal cases in Oswego County and has 

expressed a willingness to continue to handle this case. In light 

of that and for all of the foregoing reasons, I would request that 

you reconsider your action in reassigning this case and return it 

to Judge Brandt until it is concluded in the trial court. 
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Hon. William J. Burke 
February 2, 1995 
Page 3 

If you are not inclined to reconsider your action or return it 

to Judge Brandt, then I would request that this letter, along with 

my letter of December 2, 1994, be marked as a Court exhibit and be 

made part of the Record in the event appellate review becomes 

necessary. 

Very truly yours, 

WILES & FAHEY 

JEF/mmm 
Enclosure 

cc: William D. Walsh, Esq. 
103 East Water Street 
Syracuse, NY 13202 

Donald T. Dodd, Esq. 
Office of the District Attorney 
Oswego County Justice Center 
39 Churchill Road 
Oswego, NY 13126 

Hon. John W. Brandt 
Chambers 
Box 29 
Douglas Barclay Court House 
Pulaski, NY 13142 

Hon. Lee Clary 
Chambers 
Jefferson county Court House 
195 Arsenal street 
Watertown, NY 13601 

/ 
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CHRISTOPHER WILES 
JOSEPH E. FAHEY 

ASSOCIATE. 

WALTER N. MUNSON 

OF COUNSEL 

BEN WILES. JR. 

Hon. William J. Burke 
Chambers 

WILES & FAHEY 
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELORS AT Lo\W 

1010 STATE TOWER BUILDING 
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13202 

TELEPHONE (315) 47-1·46-18 

December 2, 1994 

Onondaga County Court House 
401 Montgomery Street 
Syracuse, NY 13202 

RE: People v. Richard Thibodeau and Gary Thibodeau 
Indictment No. 94-161 
Our File No.: 2664.1 

Dear Judge Burke: 

PARALEGAL 

MEG MOLLER MARTIN .. . 
WATERTOWN OFFICE 

ROOM 300 
U.S. POST OFFICE BLDG. 

163 ARSENAL ST. 
WATERTOWN. NY 13601 

131 SI 788·1527 

Pl.EASE REPL y ro 
SYRACUSE OFF ICE 

I am receipt of Judge McCarthy's letter of December 1, 1994 
concerning his recusal in the above-captioned matter because he 
previously represented Christopher Bivens, a principal witness for 
the prosecution in that case. 

,,--
It is my belief on behalf of the defendant, Gary Thibodeau, 

that Judge McCarthy's recusal in this matter is the appropriate 
remedy. 

I would also note that Judge Elliott signed various search 
warrants authorizing search and seizure of property at my client's 
residence and presided over preliminary proceedings as an acting 
local court judge concerning Richard Thibodeau, and it would seem 
to me inappropriate for him to be placed in the position of passing 
upon search and seizure issues or the sufficiency of the Grand Jury 
presentation which appears to mirror the testimony of Richard 
Thibodeau's preliminary examination. In light of that, I would 
request recusal of Judge Elliott also. 
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Hon. William J. Burke 
December 2, 1994 
Page 2 

This case is currently assigned to Judge Brandt who is 
scheduled to hear motions on behalf of the defendant, Gary 
Thibodeau, on Monday, December 5, 1994, at the Oswego county Court 
House in Pulaski, New York. The case is a Class-A felony, the most 
serious which can be charged in the State of New York, it is 
complicated and may present a number of novel issues. In light of 
that, it would seem to me that all parties would best be served by 
having the same judge in Superior Court preside over the matter 
from beginning to conclusion, and I would request that Judge Brandt 
be assigned to ~ontinue presiding over this single Indictment in 
Oswego County for 1995. 

If Your Honor has any questions or concerns, please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

WILES & FAHEY 

JEF/mmm 

' 7' 
{\ -r17 
Ir\:.~( ) 1-(~7! 
J ph E. Fahey '-" / 

cc: William D. Walsh, Esq. 
103 E. Water Street 
Syracuse, NY 13202 

James G. Grose, Esq. 
Oswego County District Attorney 
39 Churchill Road 
Oswego, NY 13126 

Hon. John W. Brandt 
Chambers 
Box 29 
Douglas Barclay Court House 
Pulaski, NY 13142 

Hon. James W. Mccarthy 
Chambers 
Oswego County Court House 
Oswego, NY 13126 

Hon. John Elliott 
Chambers 
Oswego County Surrogate Court 
Oswego County Court House 
Oswego, NY 13126 
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TWO LAWYERS, TWO ROLES, TWO STYLES 
THE DEFENSE ATTORNEY AND THE PROSECUTOR IN GARY THIBODEAU'S CASE DO THEIR JOBS 

DIFFERENTLY. BUT THEY BOTH TAKE IT VERY SERIOUSLY. < 

MARY MARGARET EARL The Post-Standard 

Attorney Joseph E. Fahey's Syracuse office is a blizzard of papers and files. His desk is smothered, and the mounds 
creep toward the floor and cabinet. 

The mess is partly the flurry of a trial - Fahey is defending Gary Thibodeau against accusations he kidnapped 

18-year-old Heidi Allen. The mess is partly, simply, Fahey. 

"It's not always this bad," Fahey said, propping his legs on the desktop. "But it's not much better." 

His courtroom opponent's office lies in Spartan contrast. 

Oswego County Chief Assistant District Attorney Donald H. Dodd works in the Public Safety Center. On his beige 
office walls hang two calendars, an Oswego County map and a smattering of papers listing key phone numbers. 

He calls it a work station. 

"Literally," Dodd said, "what we do here is work." 

Their offices hint at their courtroom styles. 

Tall and lean, Fahey, 45, conjures the image of a congenial, slightly distracted professor: impeccably dressed, yet 
vaguely rumpled. While Dodd questions witnesses, Fahey scans notes, sometimes stroking a full, graying beard. 

He leans against a railing as he questions witnesses, his arms loosely crossed, or with an elbow resting in a cupped 
hand. 

Fahey puts the jury at ease, says federal prosecutor John Duncan, of the U.S. Attorneys Office. 

"He has a fairly affable manner about him," said Duncan, who was an Onondaga County prosecutor for 1 O years. 
"He's sort of laid-back and has composure in the courtroom." 

The People vs. Gary Thibodeau: May 30. 

Fahey stands and addresses the jury for the first time: 

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. Let me take a moment at the outset to thank you for taking the time out of 
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your lives and away from your families and careers and other commitments that you have in your life to come down 
here and listen to testimony in this case. I think over the last week, Mr. Dodd and I have probably felt more like 
census takers than lawyers ... 

Dodd is contained and controlled. No gesture is wasted. 

At 43, he is nearly Fahey's age, but looks 10 years younger. His boyish face is clean-shaven, and his dark blond hair 
never out of place - even at the end of a long courtroom day. 

He rarely removes his jacket. 

At the lectern, Dodd stands ramrod straight as he questions his witnesses. His questions are peppered with "ma'am" 
and "sir." It's not surprising that Dodd was a Star Scout - just two ranks below Eagle. 

His questioning at times is tedious. He warns his witnesses of his technique. "It's going to be slow, dumb and stupid," 
he tells them. 

"He may be a little bit more ... stiff," said fellow Assistant District Attorney Donald E. Todd. "But maybe the word can 
be focused. He focuses on the trial. He focuses on the jury." 

May 31 . Key prosecution witness Christopher Bivens is on the stand. Dodd questions him about the day Heidi Allen 
disappeared. Bivens says he drove by the convenience store where she worked, and saw a male holding a female in 
a bear hug and another man walking toward a van. 

Dodd: As you were proceeding in an easterly direction, would the D&W Convenience store be on the right or the 
left-hand side? 

Bivens: The left side. 

Dodd: As you approached the D&W Convenience store, did you see anything? 

Bivens: Yes I did. 

Dodd begins another question, stops and rephrases. 

Dodd: And as you approached the D&W Convenience store, did you have any plans related to that store? 

Bivens: Yes I did. I was running low on fuel, and I was checking to see if the gas station was open, being on an 
Easter Sunday. I was not sure if that station would have been open or not. 

Dodd: And the roadway that you were on near the D&W Convenience store, do you recall how many lanes there 
were for traffic going in an easterly direction? ... 

Some of the differences in style arise from their roles. Prosecutors carry the burden of proof, thus generally ask more 
careful, mundane questions, says prosecutor Duncan. 

As government representatives, prosecutors are expected to be severe. 

"Prosecutors, we all tend to be a little more formal," Duncan said. "Defense attorneys can be more flamboyant." 

Fahey's casual courtroom style, though, should not be confused with sloppy research, his colleagues say. 

"Joe is one of the most thorough individuals when it comes to preparing a case," said Syracuse attorney Kate 
Rosenthal. "There is no detail left unnoticed, or unresearched or uninvestigated." 

Duncan has prosecuted perhaps 100 trials. He can count on one hand the acquittals. He faced Fahey in trial once. 
Fahey's client was found innocent. 

May 31: Fahey questions Bivens, trying to poke holes in his story: 

Fahey: Do you recall telling the deputy that you passed the D&W between 8 and 8:30 Easter Sunday? 

8/5/2014 7:47 AM 
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Bivens: I do not recall. 

Fahey: Do you recall telling him that you saw two guys arguing with a girl off the front porch of the station? 

Bivens: I do not recall. 

Fahey: Well, let me ask you a few more questions and then we'll see if we can do something about that. 

Fahey's schedule during a trial is something like this: Having abandoned his daily jog to save his energy for the trial, 
he rises at 6:45 a.m., eats breakfast and heads from his Syracuse home to Oswego County. At lunch, he reviews 
files, going over, for the umpteenth time, what he needs to cover in his questioning. 

At day's end he works in his cluttered office, then heads home bearing case files. He eats, studies testimony and 
rereads statements until 11 p.m. 

He dreams of the trial . 

"You are, literally, working around the clock," he said. 

Dodd awakens at 5 a.m. At 5:30 a.m. he begins poring over reams of papers, fine-tuning the day's questions. 

"It should be reasonably smooth. From A to B to C," he said. "My whole goal is to reduce ambiguity by a slow, 
steady, methodical process." 

He forces himself to leave his office by 10:30 p.m. 

He delights in the trial arena. 

"I love it. I absolutely love it," he said. "It's an opportunity to bring to bear all the skills you have developed over the 
years to be effective." 

Fahey matches his adversary's passion. 

"I'm probably at my absolute happiest when I'm in trial," Fahey said. "It's the only arena in which you are pitted 
against another equally educated, equally qualified individual who is thinking of ways to beat you. 

"It has elements of competition. It has elements of great drama," Fahey said. "It gets my blood flowing." 

Fahey continues questioning Bivens: 

Bivens: I saw a van and three people outside the store. 

Fahey: That's what you claim, isn't it? 

Bivens: That's what I saw. Three people outside the store and a van at the pump. 

Fahey: Mr. Bivens, is the reason that you claim that because on April 14, they announced a $20,000 reward in this 
case? 

Bivens: As far as I'm concerned about that reward, I do not want nothing to do with it. I am not here for no damn 
money .. . That's a slap in my face." 

Dodd typically meets prosecution witnesses twice. He explains the trial process, describing questions he'll ask. 

His aim is calming his witnesses. "What I want to do is, I take away the boogeyman." 

Before cross-examining defense witnesses, he formally introduces himself each time, saying something like this: 

"My name is Donald Dodd. I am an. assistant district attorney. I am going to ask you a few questions. If I ask you 
something you don't understand, will you tell me?" 

When he approaches a witness, he tells them, "I'm walking toward you now." 
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• When he shows them a photograph, he says, "I'm showing you a photograph." 

4 of5 

Dodd says he does it for the benefit of the trial transcript. 

Heidi Allen's uncle, Jim Searles, calls Dodd's style simple, good manners. 

"He shows all the witnesses respect," said Searles, who attends the trial each day. "He reminds me of Barnaby 
Jones." 

June 6: Prosecution witness Maryanne Montgomery is on the stand. The former bartender says Gary Thibodeau and 
his brother, Richard, were in the bar the night before Allen vanished. 

Dodd: Maryanne, will you tell the jury how old you are? 

Montgomery: I'm 25. 

Dodd: And can you tell them where you live? 

Montgomery: I live in Oswego .... 

Dodd: Maryanne, are you presently married? 

Montgomery: Yes, I am. 

Dodd: And how long have been married for? 

Montgomery: Since February. 

Dodd: And do you have any children? 

Montgomery: Yes, I do. 

Dodd: How many children do you have? 

Montgomery: Two. 

Dodd: Boys or girls? ... 

Fahey's ambles up to witnesses. His questions can seem casual. 

But they are always to the point, Rosenthal says. 

"He doesn't ask questions unless there is a purpose," she said. "The hardest thing for a lawyer to do is to keep your 
mouth shut. Joe knows when to do that." 

Dodd aimed to be a prosecutor when he stepped into law school. The best feeling in the world, he said, is when he 
turns to the victims and says they were right to come forward. All they had to do is tell the truth. 

A prosecutor "is in the best position to make sure the system works properly," Dodd said. "You have the most ability 
to make the system work well." 

Fahey quotes Clarence Darrow to explain why he's a criminal defense attorney. 

Darrow once said he liked Irish jurors because they can imagine being in trouble themselves. 

"Being 100 percent Irish," Fahey said, grinning, "I can relate to that." 

Copyright, 1'995, The Herald Company 
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COUNTY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF OSWEGO: CRIMINAL TERM 

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 

Respondent, AFFIDAVIT 

-against- INDICTMENT #94-161 

GARY THIBODEAU, 

Defendant-Petitioner. 

State of New York ) 
County of Oswego ) 

I, WILLIAM D. WALSH, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

1. I am an attorney, but retired from the practice of law, so I am no longer licensed in 

New York State. 

2. In January of 2002, I became an Onondaga County Court Judge, and I retired from 

that position in December of201 l. 

3. In 1994, I represented Richard Thibodeau for a felony case in Oswego County Court. 

He was charged with Kidnapping in the First Degree and Kidnapping in the Second 

Degree. Richard Thibodeau's co-defendant was his brother, Gary Thibodeau. 

4. Attorney Joseph Fahey represented Gary Thibodeau. 

5. I had a system for organizing all of the discovery that I received from the Oswego 

County District Attorney's Office relative to Rjchard Thibodeau's case. I basically 

created separate files for all individuals listed in the lead sheets and police reports. 

For every name that was listed, there was a file. 

6. Attached are four sets of documents, which are labeled Exhibits M, N, 0, and P. It is 

my understanding that these lettered Exhibits are part of the CPL§ 440.10 motion 

filed by Attorney Lisa Peebles in the above-captioned matter. 
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7. In regards to Exhibit M, which is labeled "Sgt. Lortie's Report" and is dated 4/27/94, 

I presently do not have a specific recollection of that report. To be clear, I am not 

claiming that the Oswego County District Attorney's Office failed to provide me with 

Exhibit M. I may have received a copy of that report from the DA's Office as part of 

discovery, but I do not specifically remember it at this time. 

8. In regards to Exhibit N, Exhibit 0, and Exhibit P, I remember receiving that material 

from the Oswego County DA's Office. I can say with some degree of certainty that 

not only am I familiar with those three exhibits, but I had them in my trial file. 

9. I was very cognizant of the fact that Heidi Allen had been "approached" by the 

Oswego County Sheriffs Department about being a confidential informant. As I 

recall, when I questioned members of the Sheriffs Department during Richard 

Thibodeau's trial, they alleged that Heidi Allen never "worked" for them, other than 

mentioning general drug usage in the area and at her high school, without naming 

names. 

10. During the trial for Gary Thibodeau, which occurred prior to the trial for Richard 

Thibodeau, I sat at the defense counsel table. I did not personally participate in the 

trial, as Attorney Fahey was a very skilled and accomplished trial lawyer, and I 

certainly was not presumptuous enough to suggest trial strategy to him. 

11. However, I made my files available to Mr. Fahey and had them with me during Gary 

Thibodeau's trial. They were available to Mr. Fahey ifhe wished to review them. I do 

not recall which files, if any, Mr. Fahey perused. Again, there was a separate file for 

basically all individuals listed in the lead sheets and police reports. Those files would 

have included Exhibits N, 0, and P, and could have included Exhibit M. 
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12. For every report that contained a name, an individual file was created for that 

individual, and a copy of the report was placed in it. Where multiple individuals were 

named, multiple files were prepared with a copy of that report in each file. Every 

individual named was cross-referenced. 

13. I have previously informed both District Attorney Gregory Oak.es and Attorney Lisa 

Peebles that my memory of those events some 20 years ago is diminished. My trial 

-
file was given to Richard Thibodeau shortly after his acquittal, but if it was still intact 

and available, it would certainly assist in recalling the events in question. I also 

pointed out to both that the transcript of Richard Thibodeau's trial would be 

dispositive of what I knew regarding Miss Allen's role as a confidential informant for 

the Oswego County Sheriffs Department, and the questions that I posed during the 

trial. 

S~orn to me this 
_Y __ day of October, 2014 

~ }_pL 
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Date/Time: 8/17/94 13:54:56 

--~-r-;~-------------------------------------------------------------------
System: Ci!IEFS Crimes Management System Page: 10 
Progrm: CMS301 Incident Report 

----------->----------------------------------------------------------------Case No.: 1-94-003829 OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF 1 S OFFICE (Continued) 

At approx. 10:0Sam I sent two trackers, JAmie Rhinehart and Richard 
Phelps to the crime scene to check the area in back of the store, per 
Sheriff Nellis. 

At approx. 10:20am Lt. Goodsell arrived at the Command Post and was 
briefed by myself of the activity. I was then assigned by Lt. Goodsell 
to work at the Command Post working the phone, lead sheets and 
assigning Deputies to take statements and following up on leads. 

Reporting officer stayed at the Command Post until approx. 08:35pm 
until relieved by Sgt. Lighthall. 

LORTIE ROY Report: 4/27/94 

Between 8:00 A.M. & 8:30 A.M., writer was at home, off duty and 
overheard a transmission over the scanner from the Oswego County 
Sheriff 1 s Dispatch requesting Investigator's to the D&W Convenience 
store at NY 104 & RT 104 B, in the Town of New Haven, and all other 
patrols to search the area roads for a white female name HEIDI ALLEN. 

w:fi.ter.,··recogfiizei! ·lfeidi ·AH en :as· a ·coflf.idential d n£o.rman.t -who· ·had,, 
.;Worked .• with .th-e ·· ACT, TEMI ~nen· WJ:iter. had ·.:cha:rge. 0£ .it."in ·.c19.9.Land : ... 

·'. 1992";7 Writer contacted dispatch and learned that Lt, Goodsell had 
requested assistance and learned that Heidi may have been abducted. 
Writer signed an at 8:00 A.M. and started toward the scene. 

While enroute writer contacted Lt. Goodsell by Cel-Phone. Writer 
was asked to report ta the Lieutenants office to pick up the Video 
equipment and Cel-Phones to bring to the scene. 

At the office writer informed Undersheriff Reuel A. Tadd of the 
connection with ALLEN, that he tt' file -sn0U-l;-d··e·be'';l"eekeff'1'"-\1P.,.,'irt ':f-i:\V." ·· 

.rRalpn ·scruton"":..1:s ' dru9'"fi·le. The file would include names of dealers 
that ALLEN would have been involved with. Undersheriff Todd requested 
Inv. Scruton called in. Writer started to the scene with equipment 
requested by Lt. Goodsell. 

At the scene writer met with Lt. Goodsell and Sheriff Nellis. 
Writer was assigned with Deputy Van Patten to search a mobile home 
under reconstruction across the street on the east side of Rt 104, 
there was no sign of ALLEN. Writer and Van Patten returned to store 
and were informed that Inv.--Soiuton could ' not !lodate -c~r. , ~ .. file -·for ,. 
~DENi 'VanPirl:t~p was Allens contact with ACT TEAM so writer asked /! 
VanPatten if he turned file over ta Inv. Scruton. He did not reoall1;
ALLEN as a C.I, in 1991 Wltil writer reminded him. VanPatten then ·

1
:' 

called the office and had someone check his mailbox. Xh-e· ·file.;.was· _;:-
:.1:.oc;ated ~9. . relay.ed ~to · ·t.he. crim.e .sc;ene. -----· --- - - -

At 10:00 A.M. th~ ·arii\e 'scene was secured and the store was 
closed. All members working were called to regroup at Command Post 
at New Haven Fire Station where writer was placed in charge of lead 
sheets and assigning personnel to follow them up. 

Writer was relieved by Sgt. Lighthall at 8:30 P.M. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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In 1991 this r·eporter was assigned to the Anti-Crime Team under the 
supervision of Sgt. Lodi e. Dud ng this ti me frame, this reporte1· was 
approached by Judge Sturtz regarding his niece Heidi Allen possibly 
having information regarding illegal drug trafficing in Oswego County. 
This reporter along with Sgt Lor·tie, proceeded to the Allen residence 
at a later date and spoke to Heidi and her parents regarding 
information that she had knowledge to. Heidi advised both officers 
that she had been to several parties in the Sc1·iba ar·ea whe1·e dr•ugs 
were present. Heidi also made reference to the students in the Mexico 
School that were involved in drug activity. No specific reference was 
made to anyone person in particular. This reporter took a picture of 
Heidi and completed a 3x5 index card containing her information about 
her addr·ess and other personal information. At an Llnknown time this 
repor·ter used that phone at the D&W store 1 ocated at the intersect ion 
of STR 104 and 1048. Dur·in·:i this time frame, unknown to this reporter 
I dropped the 3x5 index card and the photo of Heidi. While off duty, 
this repo1·ter received a phone ca 11 from Deputy Montgomer·y ad vising 
this 1·epo1·ter that the paper wo1·k regadi ng Heidi was turned over to 
him by an employee at the D&.\4/ store. Patrol advised Montgomery to 
place the paper·work in rny rn:iilbox. This 1·eporte1· never used any 
information or Heidi as a confidential informant in any crimin.31 cases. 

In 1994 when Heidi came Lip missing, this reporter received a phone call 
at my residence from SGT Lortie. Lortie advised this reporter that 
Heidi was a confidential informant for me in 1991. This reporter 
advised Lortie that I had no 1·ecal1 about the case involving Heidi. 
This reporter was then advsied that Heidi was the 1·elative of ,Judge 
stu1·tz, and inquired wher·e the case packet was 1 ocated as it was not in 
the drug locked file. Patrnl advised Lortie that the paperwork was 
1 ocated in this r·eporters mai 1 box 1 ocated at the Sher·iff 1 s Office. The 
pape1·work was recovered by an unknown person from the mai 1 box. Whi 1 e 
this repo1·ter was worl< i ng at the Heidi Center, this reporter saw the 
paperwol'I< which was retr-ived from this reporters mailbox. 
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SUB.J: Heidi Allen Investigation 

08 December fgg4 
1500 Hr·s 

This repod is fi 1 ed pur·suant to a request by Lt Goodse 11 . 

Back in late 1991 or early 1992 while on routine patrol this 
writer stopped at the D & W Convenience store and was asked about an 
index car'd and photo that had been found in the parking 1 ot at the 
store. Patrol was given the items one was a polar"oid pho·to of Heidi 
Allen the other was a 3 11 by 5 11 index car·d with Heidi 11 s name, address 
and phone number· on it and a codeword that I can 1 t remerrber. It a 1 so 
had Deputy Vanpattens name on it. Upon contact with Deputy Vanpatten 
he stated to 1 eave it in his mail box. Upon return to OCSD I 1 eft the 
photo and car'd in Deputy Vanpattens mai 1 box and this was the 1 ast I saw 
of them. 
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SHOWING THE SALE 

===-=-----------------------------------------------------------
COMP. It 94-38-29 
DEP. CROMIE 
DEF.: RICHARD THIBODEAU 
VICTIM: HEIDI ALLEN 

::#"/ 1- PIECE OF CARPET FROM THIBODEAU VAN 
*t_ 1- PIECE OF CARPET FROM THIBODEAU VAN 
-ri"3 1- PIECE OF CARPET FROM THE THIBODEAU VAN 
:8"4 1- PIECE OF CARPET FROM THE THIBODEAU VAN 

STORED ON SHELF B-6 OF EVIDENCE ROOM. 

; 5-23-95 
I COMP.# 94-3829 
1 INV. KLEIST 
i DEF.: RICHARD & GARY THIBODEAU 
: VICTIM: HEIDI ALLEN 
! 1- PLASTIC BAG WITH MISC. PAPERS,PHOTOGRAPH; 1993 PERSANNAL 
I PLANNER. 
I STORED ON SHELF B-20 OF EVIDENCE ROOM. 
1 LOGGED BY INV. T. WHIPPLE. 

. -------------------------------------------------------------------

OswtGO 00UNrY SI 1E••-;-·:: '2i::P+. 
1 

1..-.- -- __, 
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bMiu:f ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 

DCJS·l206 (1/90) 
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0 Other 
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11 N SPIN M ... ug., No. u 

14. IONo IS. Sup.,rvtoor'• Si<Jnatur" (lndude Ronk) 

OUnfounded 11. S1.>1u1 Oat" 
0 W•rranl AdvlMCI 
Qhlrad Oeclln QUnknown 

To<al 

12. ' 

Pi @ 
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-- - ------------------- --------------------------- - ·-
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!1i · 199·1 "this r·epor·ter· was assigned to the Anti-Crime T·:am under· the 

supe1~v; si on of Sgt. Lortie. Dud ng this ti me frame, this reportet~ was 

approached by Jucl·3e Sturtz re•3arcli ng his niece Heidi A 11 en possi b 1 y 

having i nfor·mation re·3arding i 11e·3a1 d1~u•3 tr·aff icing in Oswego County. 

This repor-ter a 1 ong with Sgt Lortie, pr~oceecled to the A 11 ei1 resi clence 

at a later elate and spoke to Heidi and her parents regarding 

information that she had knowledge to. Heidi advised both officers 

that she had been to several parties in the Scriba area wher·e dr~ugs 

wer·e pr~esent. Heidi al so made refer·ence to the students in the Me xi co 

School that were involved in drug activity. No specific refet~ence was 

made to anyone person in par·ti cul ar. This r·epor·ter took a pi ctur·e of 

Heidi and completed a 3x5 index card containing her· information about 

her· address and other persona 1 information. At an unknown ti me this 

reporter used that phone at the D&W store 1 ocated at the i nter·secti on 

of STR 104 and 1048. During this ti me frame, unknown :to this 1~eporter· 

I dropped the 3x5 index card and the photo of Heidi. While off duty, 

this reporter received a phone call from Deputy Mont•3omery advising 

this reporter that the paper wor'I< regadi n·3 Heidi was turned over'· to 

him by an employee at the O&\AJ store. Patrol advised Montgome~y, to 

place the paperwork in my mailbox. This reporter never used any 

inform3tion or Heidi as a confidential informant in any crimfo.31 c.3ses. 
' 

In 1994 when Heidi came up missing, this reporter receiv.qd a phone call 

at my residence fr~om SGT Lortie. Lortie advised this reporter· that 

Heidi was a conf i dentia 1 i nfot~rnant fo1~ me in 1991 . This/ reporter~ 

advised Lo1~ti e that I had no reca 11 about the case i nvo 1 ving Heidi . 

This repor·te1~ was then advsi ed that Heidi was the re 1 ati ve of .Judge 

Sturtz, and inquired where the case packet was 1 oc.3ted as it was not in 

the dr·ug 1 ocked fi 1 e. P'atrol advised Lortie that the pape1~work was 

1 ocated in this reportet/S mai 1 box 1 ocated at the Sheriff Is Office. The 

paperwork was recovered I by an unknown person from the mai 1 box. \AJhi 1 e 

this reporter was working at the Heidi Center, this reporter saw the 

paperwork which was r·etr'i ved from this reporters mai 1 box. 
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In 1991 patrol was assigned to the Anti-Crime team and was being 

used in a part time undercover capacity. While assigned to this 

duty patrol was advised by Sgt. Lortie that he had developed 

information from Judge Sturtz that his neice, Heidi Allen had some 

information in reference to drug activity in the Scriba area involving 

some Mexico high school students. Patrol was advised that Sgt. Lortie 

and Dep. VanPatten had met with Heidi at her residence and she would 

be cominq to ~ the · Sheriffs office to meet me and further discuss the 

drug activity; Allen was driven to the office by her boyfriend and he 

also sat ~in on the meeting. Allen di:scribed to us that there were 

several parties that were held involving the use of drugs and that a 

friend of hers was becoming mixed up in it and she would like to help 

her. Allen stated that she did not use drugs nor could she buy any 

drugs first hand, she only had visual knowledge of the activity. 

After the meeting was over patrol expressed no interest in using 

Allen as an informant as she had no true information that could be 

useful to us. Allen was never formally signed up as a confidential 

informant and the case was never worked but left inactive. 

Dep M.J. Anderson 

I 
1 
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SUB.J": Hei«::li A 11 en Investigation 

08 December 1994 
1500 Hrs 

This f"9port is fi 1 ed pursuant to a r .equest by Lt Goodse 11 • 

Back in late 1991 or early 1992 while on routine patrol this 

wdter stopped at the D & W Convenience store and was asked about an 

index c.3rd and photo that had been found in the par·king lot at the 

store. Patr·ol was given the items one was a polar·oid photo of Heidi 

A 11 en the other· was a 3 11 by 5 11 index card with Heidi 11 s name, address 

and phone number· on it and a codewor·d that I can 1 t remember. It al so 

had Deputy Vanpattens name on it. Upon contact with Deputy Vanpatten 

he stated to leave it in his mailbox. Upon return to OCSD I left the 

photo and card in Deputy Vanpattens mailbox and this was the last I saw 

of them. 

I 
~ 
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COUNTY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF OSWEGO: CRIMINAL TERM 

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 

Respondent AFFIDAVIT 

-against- INDICTMENT #94-161 

GARY THIBODEAU, 

Defendant-Petitioner. 

State of New York ) 
County of Oswego ) 

ROBERT L. WHEELER, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

1. I joined the Oswego County Sheriff's Department in January of 1967. I retired from 

the Sheriffs Department at the rank of investigator in November of 1996. 

2. I was an investigator in 1994 when Heidi Allen was kidnapped. I was one of many 

investigators involved in the criminal investigation of her kidnapping. 

3. I remember speaking with Dan Barney about Heidi Allen's case at some time in 1994. 

At this time, I have no independent recollection of when and where our conversation 

took place, but I have reviewed other officers' notes and documents from the case file 

that indicate that the conversation took place on or about April 14, 1994. 

4. At the time I spoke with Dan Barney, I did not consider Mr. Barney a suspect. When I 

say he was not a suspect, I mean that there was no evidence linking him to Heidi 

Allen's kidnapping. 

5. According to two Oswego County Sheriffs Department lead sheets that I have 

reviewed, which are dated April 4, 1994 and April 13, 1994, the only information 

relating to Dan Barney that was known at that time was an anonymous tip and a lead 

from Ken Allen. I have no independent recollection of those documents, which are 
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attached to this Affidavit. 

6. Dan Barney had a reputation as the kind of person who knew or associated with 

people who were in the gray area of the law. 

7. At this time, 20 years later, I do not remember exactly what Dan Barney told me, but I 

know that nothing in the conversation made me believe that he was involved with the 

kidnapping of Heidi Allen. Nor did Dan Barney provide any information about who 

may have kidnapped Heidi Allen. 

8. If Dan Barney had said or done anything to make me skeptical of him, or if he had 

provided any relevant information, I certainly would have documented the same and 

followed up on it. 

9. I have no recollection of writing a report or making any other documentation of my 

conversation with Dan Barney. 

10. Additionally, I remember speaking with Richard Murtaugh's wife about a van that was 

allegedly brought in to their scrap yard to be crushed. I do not remember Mrs. 

Murtaugh's name at this time. 

11. Mrs. Murtaugh told me that when a vehicle was brought to them to be scrapped, they 

would take everything out of the vehicle to make sure that there was no added weight 

to the vehicle. She said that they paid for scrapped vehicles by weight. After checking 

to make sure the vehicle had no added weight, they then threw the removed items back 

into the vehicle and weighed the vehicle. 

Robert L. Wheeler 
Sworn to me this 

~cioj;;_ 
No Public 
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RE:. (Case facts) 

LEAD SHEET 

Person reporti~g information: 

NAME: l(ii-n ·41 le//) 

; -

l·!l1e1:e did you see victim? ---------------

When did you see victim? (D'ate & time) 
-------------~ 

Was victim alone? ---- If with someone, do you know other 

person? ---- Can you describe other person? ----------

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving) 

IE in vehicle, can you describe vehicle? 
------------~ 

{•!hat was the victim wearing? --------------------

Did you make personal contact with victim? ------------
Jr so, what was content of conversation, if any? _______ _ 

Nhat was victim doing when seen? ________________ _ 

Were you alone when you sa~·victim? --- If not 7 please tell us 

who was with you. _________________________ _ 

Oo you know victim personally,_ or did you identify from his/her 

description? 
~----------------------------~ 

Arty other information you can provide us with? ________ _ 
Use reverse if .needed) A.  859
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' Call rec'd by (?)\\)vJ: 
Date: ·4- '+-'T3 
TIME:· I e? .-q.f1tl. .. 

LEAD SHEET 

Person reporting information: 

RE: (Case facts) 

When did you see victim? {D'ate & time) ---------------
Was victim alone? If with someone, do you knew other ----
;:er son? ---- Can you describe other person? -----------

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving) 

in vehicle 1 can you desc:-i.be venicle? ____________ _ 

What was the victim wearing? --------------------

Did you make personal contact with victim? ___________ _ 

IE so, what was content of conversation, if any? ---------

What was victim doing when seen?---'-----------------
Were you alone wheJ?. you saw victim? __ _ If not, please ~ell us 

who was with you ---------------------------
~~ you know victim ?ersonally, or did you identify from his/her 

._: .:: s c r i £? t ion ·=' 
----------------~· 

-. ··.y othcL' infcrmat ion you c.~:: p·cnvide us with? _____ _ 
·· · :~ re\.'· :: _. .:.::- i r: n.~,,j,:;c.!) 
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COUNTY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF OSWEGO: CRIMINAL TERM 

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 

Respondent, AFFIDAVIT 

-~gainst- INDICTMENT #94-161 

GARY TIDBODEAU, 

Defendant-Petitioner. 

State of New York ) 
County of Oswego ) 

RALPH R. SCRUTON, JR., being duly sworn deposes and says: 

1. I joined the Oswego County Sheriffs Department in May of 1976. I held the rank of 

investigator from 1984 until 1997. I retired in September of 2003 at the rank of 

Lieutenant in charge of the Criminal Investigations Division. 

2. During 1994 and 1995, I was one of the investigators working on the disappearance of 

Heidi Allen. 

3. During the initial stages of the investigation, the investigators involved in the case 

would have at least daily meetings on the status of the case. During those meetings I 

took notes for my own personal use. 

4. I have reviewed my notes for the meeting of April 14, 1994. In those notes, I wrote 

that "Danny Barney-has come into view as a probably (sic) suspect;' and later in the 

notes I wrote "check w/Sithe on Barney's work hours 4-2 & 4-3." Next to the first 

note, the names "Ralph" and "Bob" are written, referring to me and Inv. Robert 

Wheeler. My name only is written next to the second note. The note indicate that Inv. 
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Wheeler and I were assigned to first note, and I alone was to follow up on the second 

note. 

5. Based on two leads that came into the Sheriff's Department on April 13, 1994, we 

desired to speak with Dan Barney on April 14, 1994. One of those leads came from 

Ken Allen and specifically referred to Dan Barney. The second lead came from a 

letter that the Probation Department had received that appeared to have some type of 

work sheet with the initials D.B. on it. 

6. I have also reviewed my notes from April 14, 1994 concerning my follow up with 

Sithe. In those notes, I recorded that Dan Barney did not work Easter Weekend, but 

had shown up for work every day that he was scheduled since April 1, 1994. 

7. I have also reviewed my meeting notes from April 15, 1994, and I recorded in those 

notes that Inv. Wheeler had spoken with Dan Barney and did not consider him a 

suspect. I have no recollection at the present time of what Inv. Wheeler told us in the 

meeting about why he felt that Dan Barney was not a suspect. I did not speak with 

Dan Barney. 

8. Attached to this affidavit are a packet of my notes that including my notes from April 

14, 1994 and the two lead from April 13, 1994 reference above . 

. SHERY.I. L WEnERINB 
Nailty Pule. .... alNlwYGrtr 

. No.01~ 
quatHied in~~ 

Col.nnliislart Expires March 26. ;JtJ I jp 
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STATE OF NEW :YO~ 
~OFOSWEGO 

~o~(d 
. . 

THE PEOPLE OF.THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

against 

J?'t,.~,rJ .P T{t ib1Jtleo~fendant 

Sir: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the people intend to offer at trial evidence of 

a statement made by the de:!=endant to a public servant. This notice is served 
on you pursuant to CPD sec. 710.30(1). 

I enclos~ a copy of the written statement. I intend to offer. 

The defendant also made an 9ral statement, which I intend to offer. 

The statement of the defendant is oral, no written statement was 
given to a public servant. The words or substance are as follows: 

NARRATIVE:JJ~ ~~~ ~ 

Dated: ¥1 _i_! i!/ 
Copy to: 

Copy to: 
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• .' Call rec'd by{!.t-f(~ 
Date: ~ ~-/!3-9~ . 
TIME: u:-~t>~ · 

LEAD SHEET 

RE:. (Case facts) · 

~~ 

Person reporting informatio·n: 

NAME: Lf~L ~~ 
ADDRESS: ~ 1?. cf) 

\ 

PllONE: (llome) (Work -------------

\·!lle1·e did you see vic t im ? ---------------· 

t'lhen did you see victim? ( D'a te · & time) 
--------------~ 

Wils victim alone? If with.someone, do you know other 

-person? ---- Can you describe other person? -----------

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving) 

If in vehicle, can you describe vehicle? 
------------~ 

\•!hat was the victim wearing? 
-------------------~ 

Did you make personal contact with victim? 
-----------~ 

r [ so, what was content of conversation, if any? ________ _ 

\'/hat was victim doing when seen? _________________ _ 

Were you alone when you sa~ victim? --- If not 1 please uell us 

who was with you ----------------------------
n~ you know victim personally, or did you identify from his/her 

: •. ·scription? ----------------------------'---
.:\ ·y other information you can provide us with? _________ _ 
;: ~e reverse if .needed) A.  868
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RE:. (Case facts) 

LEAD SHEET Ai/en 

Person reporti~g information: 

NAME = /( 1i-n ·41 I e. n 

When did you see victim? (D'ate & time) 
-------------~ 

Was victim alone? ---- If with someone, do you know other 

person? Can you describe other person? ---- ----------

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving) 

If in vehicle, can you describe vehicle? -------------

t'lllat was the victim wearing? 
---------------..,.------~ 

Did you make personal contact with victim? ------------
Jr so, what was content of conversation, if any? _______ _ 

What was victim doing when seen? ________________ _ 

Were you alone when you sa~·victim? --- If not 7 please tell us 

who was with you _________________________ _ 

Oo you know victim personally,_ or did you identify from his/her 

~scription? ____ .:__., ___________________ ~-~ 
Arty other information you can provide us with? ________ _ 
Use. reverse if . needed) A.  873
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~· .... . ----- --·---- ... - ··-· ·-

Call rec'd by ??)h)v.J~ 
Date : ·4- '-~ ·-'73 
TIME:· I cnr l4M · 

LEAD SHEET 

Person reporting information: 

Where did you see victim? 

--- ·-. (- . 
<.__:.-

RE: (Case facts) 

----------------------

When did you see victim? (D'ate & time) ---------------
Was victim alone? If with someone, do you k~cw other ----
person? ---- Can you describe other person? __________ _ 

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, ridi~g, driving) 

in vehicle, can you desc=ibe vehicle? 
------------~ 

What was the victim wearing? 
-------------------~ 

Did you make personal contact with victim? ___________ _ 

IE so, what was content of conversation, if any? ---------

What was victim doing when seen? ------------------
Were you alone whe.q. you saw victim? --- If not, please tell us 

who was with you 
--------------------------~ 

~~ you know victim ?ersonally, or did you identify from his/her 

.. : ..:: scr iption ·:' -----------------
>.y other informat i.on you c.:.:: :);:-nvide us with? _____ _ 

···.'·: re1.~ -: _ . . ,-.:- i f ;1 .~, ,_:: .. ~c.! l 
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§ ·; .. ;: .,', . . RE:. (Case facts) 

LEAD SHEET l~/lert 

P.erson reporti~g information: 

NAME: /(1rn l±I le n 

When did you see victim? (D'ate & time) 
-------------~ 

W~s victim alone? ---- If with someone, do you know other 

person? ---- Can you describe other person? ----------

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving) 

IE in vehicle, can you describe vehicle? ____________ _ 

{•!hat was the victim wearing? 
---------------:-----~ 

Did you make personal contact with victim? ___________ _ 

If so, what was content of conversation, if any? --------

What was victim doing when seen? ________________ _ 

Were you alone when you sa~·victim? --- If not 7 please tell us 

who was with you. _________________________ _ 

Oo you know victim personally'· or did you identify from his/her 

description? ____ _:,__ ____________________ --'--~ 
My other information you can provide us with? ________ _ 
Use reverse i E . needed) A.  879
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Call rec'd by{!·~~~ 
Date: ~ .Z-/3-f~ . 
TIME: o :'.<sf)~ · 

LEAD SHEET 

RE:. (Case facts) · 

~~ 

Person reporting informatio"n': 

NAME: Jµt-L ~~ 
ADDRESS: ~f.P~ 

\•.rl1ere dicl you see victim? 
--------------~ 

When did you see victim? ( D'a te · & time) -----------------

Was victim alone? ---- If with _ someone, do you know other 

---
person? ---- Can you describe other person? -----------

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving) 

IE in vehicle, can you describe vehicle? _____________ _ 

{•!hat was the victim wearing? ---------------------

Did you make personal contact with victim? ____________ _ 

re so, what was content of conversation, if any? ---------

{'lhat was victim doing when seen? __________________ _ 

Were you alone when you saw· victim? __ _ If not 1 please uell us 

who was with you. ____________________________ _ 

n~ you know victim personally, or did you identify from his/her 

: ... script.ion? ___________________________ --::...---

.:\ ·y other information you can provide us with? _________ _ 

: : ~0 r0vPr~~ if noQ~~~l 
A.  891
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COUNTY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF OSWEGO: CRIMINAL TERM 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 

Petitioner-Defendant 
v. 

GARY J. THIBODEAU 

Respondent. 

INDICTMENT NO. 94-161 

AFFIRMATIONS IN OPPOSITION TO 
MOTION TO VACATE JUDGMENT 

CPL§ 440.10 

EXHIBITS 
41- 50of50 

GREGORY S. OAKES 
OSWEGO COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY 

Oswego County District Attorney's Office 
39 Churchill Road 
Oswego, New York 13126 

315-349-8415 (t) 
315-349-3212 (f) 
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Exhibit # Description 

People v. Gary J. Thibodeau 
Indictment No. 94-161 

1. Jennifer Wescott School Records 

2. Joanne Davis Statement (8/21114) 

3. May Wheeler Statement (8/21/14) 

4. Darcy Purdy Statement (8/21/14) 

5. Darron Vecchio Statement (7/28/14) 

6. Jeremy Powers Statement (7/29/14) 

7. Nicole Powers Statement (7/28/94) 

8. Lt. Robert Moskal Affidavit (10/3/14) 

9. Sgt. Aldo Bonacchi, Jr. Affidavit (10/3/14) 

10. Tracey Breckenridge - Audio CD (8/14/14) 

11. Joseph Fahey's Witness List 

12. Lead Sheet of Lee Neadle, Jr. (8/30/94) 

13. Photos of Gary Thibodeau's Property 

14. Lead Sheet# 977 (4/20/94) 

15. NYS DOCS Visitation Record 

16. Donald Dodd Affidavit (10/6/94) 

17. Terry Whipple Affidavit (9/24/14) 

18. File Memo (12/15/94) 

19. Donald Dodd Letter & Attachments (5/17/95) 

20. Chris VanPatten Affidavit (9/29/14) 

21. Michael Anderson Affidavit (10/2/14) 

22:. Fitchburg, MA Police Reports (12/19/94) 

23. Natalia Silva Statement (8/19/94) 

24. Gina Lombardo Statement (10/20/94) 
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Exhibit# Description 

25. Dep. William Cromie Report (10/6/94) 

26. Post-Standard News Article (7/25/94) 

27. Post-Standard News Article (12/7/94) 

28. Transcript of Court Appearance (12/8/94) 

29. Atty. Joseph Fahey Letter (2/2/95) 

30. Post-Standard News Article (6/19/95) 

31. William Walsh Affidavit (10/8/14) 

32. Dep. Christopher VanPatten Report (12/9/94) 

33. Dep. Michael Anderson Report (12/9/94) 

34. Dep. Michael Montgomery Report (12/8/94) 

35. Robert Wheeler Affidavit (10/7/14) 

36. Ralph Scruton, Jr. Affidavit (10/3/14) 

37. Anonymous Lead Sheet ( 4/4/93) 

38. Lead Sheet# 761 (4/13/94) 

39. Lead Sheet# 745 (4/13/94) 

40. CD of Dan Barney Material 

41. Motion of Defendant Gary Thibodeau (5/1/95) 

42. Ralph Scruton Notes I 710.30 Notice (4/9/94) 

43. Herb Yerdon Reports IN otes (8/23/94) 

44. Lead Sheet# 1409 (6/4/95) 

45. Lead Sheet# 1417 (6/23/95) 

46. Lead Sheet I Reports on Michael Bohrer 

47. Lead Sheet# 1487 (1/6/00) 

48. Lead Sheet# 1504 (11/29/00) 

49. Lead Sheet# 357 (4/7/94) 

50. Inv. Herb Yerdon's Notes (12/7/94) 
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Defendant's Notice of Motion, Attorney's Affirmation, and 

corresponding Memorandum of Law dated May 2, 1995 • 

pages 1 64-208 • 

STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF OSWEGO COUNTY COURT 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 
• • NOTICE OF MOTION 

Plaintiff, 
Indictment #94-161 

-v-

RICHARD P. THIBODEAU and GARY J. THIBODEAU, 

Defendants. 

MOTION MADE BY: 

MOTION RETURNABLE 

SUPPORTING PAPERS 

RELIEF DEMANDED 

Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau. 

Oswego County Court House, 
Oswego, New York, 13126. 

The Affirmation of Joseph E. 
Fahey, Esq., the annexed 
Memorandum of Law, and upon all 
prior proceedings, pleadings 
and papers had herein; 

An Order pursuant to s210. 20 Cll Chl 
of tne Criminal Procedure Law 
dismissing the Indictment; 

1 

An Order pursuant to §750.00 
of the Judiciary Law adjudging 
Robert Wheeler to be in contempt 
of court; 

An Order pursuant to §701.00 
of the County Law appointing a 
special prosecutor to conduct 
the proceedings in the within 
action, and 
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• 
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" 

DATED: May 1, 1995. 

For such other and further relief 
as the court may deem just, 

. equitable and proper • 

Yours, etc., 

WILES & FAHEY 
Attorneys for Defendant, 

Gary J. Thibodeau. 
Joseph E. Fahey, Esq., of Counsel 
1010 State Tower Building 
Syracuse, NY 13202 
Telephone: (315) 474-4648 

TO: OSWEGO COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUN~Y OF OSWEGO COUNTY COURT 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 

Plaintiff, 

-v-

RICHARD P. THIBODEAU and GARY J. THIBODEAU, 

STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF ONONDAGA 
CITY OF SYRACUSE 

Defendants. 

ss: 

JOSEPH E. FAHEY, affirms and states: 

ATTORNEY'S AFFIRMATION 

Indictment #94-161 

1) That I am an attorney duly admitted to practice law in the 

State of New York and am a partner in the law firm of Wiles & 

F~hey, having offices at 1010 State Tower Building, Syracuse, New 

York, 13202, attorneys for the Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau, 

herein. 

2) That on or about the 24th day of October, 1994, the 

Defendant, Gary J. Thibodeau, was arraigned in this Court on all 

charges contained herein. 

3) That your affirmant makes this Affirmation in support of 

the Defendant's Motion for the relief hereinafter set forth. 

~.hl'<Ltv-.. 
JO'E~H ~. FAHEY J 

sworn to before me this~\) 
day of May, 1995. 
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" • 

• • 

AN ORDER PURSUANT TO §210.20(1) (h) 
OF THE CRIMINAL PROCEDURE LAW 

DISMISSING THE INDICTMEN'I' 
IN THE WITHIN ACTION • 

4) Pursuant to §210.20Cl)Ch) of the Criminal Procedure Law, 

your af f irmant moves this Court for an Order dismissing the 

Indictment herein and each and every count thereof on the grounds 

that there exists a jurisdictional and legal impediment to the 

conviction of the Defendant for the offenses charged herein. 

5) That your affirmant verily believes that there is a 

jurisdictional and legal impediment to the conviction of the 

Defendant for the offenses charged herein upon the ground that the 

prosecution has improperly utilized a second grand jury to. 

investigate the accused's alibi defense as is more fully discussed 

in the annexed Memorandum of Law and the exhibits attached thereto. 

6) That in the course of improperly utilizing a second grand 

jury to investigate the accused's ·alibi defense previously 

described herein, the prosecution indicted Sharon Raposa, the 

• witness most critical to the accused's alibi defense, for Perjury 

• 

" • 

in the First Degree, and as a result has made Sharon Raposa 

unavailable to testify on behalf of the accused as is more fully 

discussed in the annexed Memorandum of Law and has thereby deprived 

the Defendant of his Constitutional right to present a defense to 

the Indictment in the within action which violates his right to due 

• process of law guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment to the 

• Constitution of the United States. A fuller discussion of this 

issue is set forth in the annexed Memorandum of Law which is made 

I a part hereof. , 
4 
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7) That by reason of this and other prosecutorial misconduct, 
which is more fully set forth in the annexed Memorandum of Law and 
exhibits, your affirmant further believes that the Oswego County 
District Attorney's Office, and in particular prosecutors Donald 
Dodd and Donald Todd, should be disqualified from further 
participation or involvement in prosecuting the within Indictment, 
and the Court should, at a minimum, appoint a special prosecutor 
with leave to re-present the charges contained in the Indictment to 
a new qr and jury. The authority and reasons for appointing a 
special prosecutor are more fully set forth in the annexed 
Memorandum of Law and exhibits. 

WHEREFORE, your affirmant moves this Court for an Order 
pursuant to §210.20(1) Chl of the Criminal Procegure Law dismissing 
the Indictment herein, disqualifying the Oswego County District 
Attorney's Office from further involvement in the within 
proceedings and appointing a special prosecutor pursuant to §701. oo 
of the County Law and granting such special prosecutor leave to 
re-present the charges in the Indictment to a new grand jury. 
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AN ORDER PURSUANT TO §750.00 
OF THE JUDICIARY LAW ADJUDGING 

INVESTIGATOR ROBERT WHEELER OF THE 
OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S PEPARTMENT TO BE 

IN CONTEMPT OF TH~S COURT • 

8) That pursuant to §750. oo of the Judiciary Law, your 

aff irmant moves this court for an Order adjudging Investigator 

Robert Wheeler of the Oswego county Sheriff's Department to be held 

in contempt of this court for testifying falsely, evasively and 

perjuriously in a Huntley Hearing held in this Court on April lB, 

1995 • 

9) That on the 18th day of April, 1995, a Huntley Hearing was 

held before this Court concerning statements and admissions 

allegedly made by the Defendant, Gary Thibodeau, while incarcerated 

in ·the Worcester House of Corrections in West Boylston, 

Massachusetts, as the result of his arrest and extradition by 

Oswego county authorities in June 1994 . 

10) That during the course of this hearing, Inv. Robert 

Wheeler was called to testify on behalf of the prosecution about 

the aforementioned statements and admissions allegedly made by the 

Defendant while incarcerated in the Worcester House of Corrections. 

11) As EXHIBIT H, which is annexed hereto and made a part 

hereof, reveals, Wheeler testified falsely and evasively about his 

knowledge concerning the date of the Defendant's arrest in Oswego 

County on the Massachusetts warrants and categorically denied that 

the accused, Gary Thibodeau, was a suspect in the disappearance of 

Heidi Allen as charged in the Indictment at the time he was 

arrested and extradited to Massachusetts. 
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12) That as is more fully discussed in the annexed Memorandum 
of Law and exhibits attached thereto, this testimony was false, 
evasive and perjurious and foreclosed further inquiry by counsel in 
this court into whether it was part of a strategy to confine the 
accused so that informants like Robert Baldasaro and James McDonald 
would have access to him. 

13) That by testifying evasively, falsely and perjuriously in 
this manner, the witness, Robert Wheeler, deprived this Court of 
material information on issues material to the consideration before 
this Court in the Huntley Hearing and deprived the Court of an 
opportunity to make an informed decision on the issues presented to 
it during this hearing. 

WHEREFORE, your affirmant moves this Court for an Order 
pursuant to §750.00 of the Judiciary Law adjudging Investigator 
Robert Wheeler to be in criminal contempt and imposing an 
appropriate sentence for this conduct. 

7 
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AN ORDER PURSUANT TO §701.00 
OF THE COUNTY LAW APPOINTING A 

SPECIAL PROSECUTOR TO INVESTIGATE THE 
PERJURY COMMITTED BY ROBERT WHEELER AND 

WITH LEAVE TO RE-PRESENT THE CHARGES 
IN THE WITHIN INDICTMENT TO A NEW GRAND JURY. 

14) That pursuant to §701. 00 of the County Law, your 

w aff irmant moves this Court for an Order disqualifying the Oswego 

• County District Attorney's Office from .further participation in the 

within proceedings and appointing a special prosecutor to 

• 
• 

investigate the perjury committed by Robert Wheeler as previously 

described herein and granting that special prosec~tor leave to 

re-present the charges in the within Indictment to a new grand 

• jury • 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

' , 

, 

15) That as is more fully discussed in the annexed Memorandum 

of Law and exhibits attached thereto, the Oswego county District 

Attorney's Office and its prosecutors have engaged in a pattern of 

prosecutorial misconduct by utilizing a second grand jury to 

improperly investigate an alibi defense asserted in an indicted 

case; indicted a defense witness, Sharon Raposa, for the purpose of 

depriving the Defendant of his Constitutional right to present the 

defense of his choice of depriving him of due process guaranteed 

him by the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United 

States; has systematically instructed witnesses in the case not to 

cooperate or furnish information to investigators for the 

Defendants; has failed to discharge its obligation to disclose 

Rosario material during prior proceedings as required by §240.44 of 

;1 the Criminal Procedure Law; allowed a witness, Robert Wheeler to 
ll 

II testify evasively, falsely and perjuriously in a Huntley Hearing 
ij 
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held before this Court on April 18, 1995; failed to correct or take 
other remedial action in connection with Wheeler's testimony; and 

the cumulative effect of this conduct requires that this Court 

dismiss the Indictment herein for reasons previously discussed and 

which are more fully discussed in the annexed Memorandum of Law, as 

well as appoint a special prosecutor to investiqate the testimony 

given by Wheeler and with leave to re-present the charges in the 

within Indictment to a new grand jury, and for such other and 

further relief as the Court deems just, equitable and proper. 
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• 
• STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF OSWEGO COUNTY COURT 

• THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW Y.ORK, 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Plaintiff, 

-v-

RICHARD P. THIBODEAU and GARY J. THIBODEAU, 

Defendants. 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW 

Indictment #94-161 

The law is well settled that once an Indictment has been 

returned in a criminal case, it is improper for a prosecutor to 

continue to utilize a grand jury for investigative purposes. 

(Matter of Hynes v. Lerner, 44 NY2d 329; People v. Heller, 122 

Misc.2d 991 at 999) . 

In United States v. Fisher, 455 F2d 1101, the Second Circuit 

Court of Appeals also held that after a defendant has been 

indicted, a prosecutor may not use a grand jury for the purpose of 

receiving additional information or "freezing" testimony in and of 

the prospective trial . 

In the instant case, it is clear that most recently, the 

Oswego County District Attorney's Office has been using a grand 

jury to improperly investigate the Accused's alibi defense • 

The Accused, along with his brother, was charged in a 

superseding Indictment, No.94-161, with the crime of Kidnapping in 

the First Degree in violation of § 135.25 of the Penal Law (EXHIBIT 

• A) . This Indictment was returned by an Oswego County Grand Jury 

during September 1993 and superseded Indictment number 94-123 which 

charged the Accused's brother only. Indictment number 94-123 was 

1 
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dismissed on October 12, 1994. The Accused was arraigned in this 

court on October 24, 1994 before the Hon. John Brandt and entered 

a not guilty plea. 

on November 1, 1994, the Accused served and filed a Notice of 

Alibi setting forth the names and addresses of those individuals 

whom the Accused intended to rely upon in defense of this action 

(EXHIBIT B). Among those individuals listed were Sharon Raposa, 

David Nelson and F.A. Archambeault (Ibid.). The notice 

additionally apprised the prosecution that the Accused would 

maintain that on the date and time of the offense, the Accused was 

at his residence on Kenyon Road, Mexico, New York (Ibid.). 

Almost three full months after his Notice was filed, the 

prosecution, utilizing another grand jury, commenced an 

investigation into the Accused's defense by calling as witnesses 

David Nelson, and his wife, Angela, to testify concerning the 

Accused's alibi, as well as subpoenaing the telephone records of 

F. A. Archambeault (See EXHIBITS c, D and E). The result of this 

investigation was the filing of a perjury Indictment against Sharon 

Raposa concerning her testimony about the whereabouts of the 

Accused and his contacts with his prother and co-defendant, 

Richard, on April 3-5, 1994 at the time of Heidi Allen's 

disappearance (EXHIBIT F). since Raposa had testified that the 

Accused was at their home when the offense was allegedly committed, 

there can be little doubt that the sole purpose of this qrand jury 

probe was to further investigate an already indicted case for the 

purpose of discrediting and undermining the alibi defense at trial. 
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• 
• The prejudicial nature of this misuse of the grand jury and the 

fact it was intended is demonstrated by the fanfare with which the 

• prosecutor's office announced Raposa's Indictment (EXHIBIT G). 

• In indicting Raposa for Perjury, the prosecution has deprived 

the Accused of his right to present a defense and has violated his 

• right to due process of law under the Fourteenth Amendment to the 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Constitution of the United States. In Washington y. Texas, 388 

U.S. 14, (1967), the court held: 

"The right to off er the testimony of 
witnesses, and to compel their attendance, if 
necessary, is in plain terms the right to 
present a defense, the right to present the 
defendant's version of the facts as well as 
the prosecution's to the jury so it may decide 
where the truth lies. Just as an accused has 
the right to confront the prosecution's 
witnesses for the purpose of challenging their 
testimony, he has the right to present his own 
witnesses to establish a defense. The right 
is a fundamental element of due process of 
law." 388 U.S. 14 at 19 • 

In Webb v. Texas, 409 U.S. 330 (1972), the court relying on 

Washington. supra ,reversed a defendant's conviction and ordered a 

new trial where the trial judge admonished a defense witness, 

before the witness testified, that he was not required to testify 

and that if he lied under oath, the court would personally see that 

his case went to the grand jury and he could be convicted of 

perjury, and that he would probably have to serve more time and it 

would be held against him when he was considered for parole. After 

this admonition, the witness refused to testify and the defendant 

was ultimately convicted. 

In the instant case, the misconduct in using a second grand 
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jury to probe the Accused's alibi defense which resulted in the 

Indictment of Raposa, is far more egregious. By indicting Raposa 

for Perjury, the prosecution has driven the one witness most 

critical to establishing the alibi from the witness stand. Raposa 

clearly cannot be called to testify that the Accused was at their 

home and did not abduct Heidi Allen because of her Fifth Amendment 

privilege against self-incrimination due to the pending Indictment, 

which she must invoke. Moreover, even if she were willing to waive 

the privilege and testify, she would be open to cross-examination 

about the pending Perjury charge. The Indictment for Perjury was 

designed to achieve the goal of eliminating Raposa as a witness for 

the Accused at trial. 

Even if the Indictment was dismissed or the prosecution was 

restricted from bringing it forth on cross-examination, the fanfare 

with which it was announced and the attendant publicity has surely 

left her thoroughly discredited in the public mind. 

An additional problem that arises from the Raposa Indictment 

is that the prosecutor scheduled to prosecute the Accused in the 

upcoming trial, Donald Dodd, is the principal witness in the grand 

jury proceeding which returned the Indictment against her. Oodd's 

testimony, which is reportedly in excess of forty pages, allegedly 

puts him in the role as a "fact" witness before this second grand 

jury testifying about the Heidi Allen investigation, Raposa 1 s 

appearance before the prior grand jury and the ways in which law 

enforcement authorities believe she lied. In assuming this role 

opposite his colleague Donald Todd, who conducted the proceedings 

4 
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• 
• 

• 

in this case for the District Attorney's Office, Messrs. Dodd and 

Todd have, at the very least, created a situation where a Special 

Prosecutor is now required since to subject Raposa to 

cross-examination by either of them cause them to become unsworn 

witnesses against Sharon Raposa during her cross-examination as far 

• as the pending perjury Indictment is concerned; (See People v. 

fl 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Whitted, 199 AD 2d 634 [Third Dept. 1993]. In People v. Paperno, 

54 NY 2d 294, the Court of Appeals held that a pre-trial motion to 

disqualify a prosecutor should be granted where the prosecutor's 

prior investigative or prosecutorial conduct will be a material 

issue at the trial, particularly where there is a danger he will 

j become an unsworn witness before the jury . 

I with Paperno, supra, the Accused is compelled to bring this Motion, 

Thus, in accordance 

r now as this court has scheduled this matter for trial on May 22, 

i 
II 
I 
I 

1995. 

Regrettably, this is not the first or only impropriety engaged 

! in by the prosecution in connection with grand jury proceedings in 

this matter • As is fully documented and discussed in the 

Memorandum of Law accompanying this Defendant's Omnibus Motion, the 

prosecution refused to provide the grand jury testimony of the 

witnesses who testified on the same subject they were being 

I examined about at the Accused's Preliminary Hearing, despite the 

I 
I 
I 

11 

!1 
fl 

clear mandate of §240.44 Of the Criminal Procedure Law. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the Hon. Robert Nicholson, 

J. s.c., subsequently ruled the Accused was entitled to these 

1: minutes, the testimony, other than Baldasaro, McDonald, Scruton and 

j! 
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Curtis, has yet to be provided. Compounding this misconduct is the 

systematic refusal of prosecution witnesses to talk to or furnish 

information to defense investigators because they have been 

instructed not to submit to such interviews by prosecutors and law 

enforcement officials. such a course of conduct indicates that 

prosecutors intend to pursue a strategy of trial by am.bush and 

engage in gamesmanship at every turn. Moreover, this is not the 

only case in which sanctions like the one sought here have had to 

be imposed on these particular prosecutors. In People v. Wirth. 

93-41 in this same court, Judge Brandt was obligated to dismiss an 

Indictment charging the defendant with Murder in the Second Degree 

in violation of §125. 25C1) of the Penal Law because a re-trial 

would violate the defendant's right against double jeopardy where 

the prosecutors attempted to ambush the defendant during trial by 

offering evidence that she conspired with another to kill the 

deceased after representing to the defense that no such theory 

would be claimed at trial. 

In the instant case, the Defendant is being subjected to a 

pattern of equally egregious conduct at the hands of the 

prosecution. 

Clearly, neither Defendant should be subjected to such 

practices where the Indictment contains a Class A Felony of 

Kidnapping in the First Degree for which life imprisonment can be 

imposed. The prejudicial nature of the misuse of the grand jury to 

investigate the Accused's defense and indict Raposa cannot be 

remedied and the Indictment should be similarly dismissed with 
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• 
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' 

prejudice. In the event this court is reluctant to grant this 

relief, then at a minimum a Special Prosecutor should be appointed 

with leave to re-present the charges contained in the Indictment, 

as well as investigate other matters raised by this application and 

discussed below . 

AN ORDER PURSUANT TO 5750.00 OF THE 
JUDICI~Y LAW ADJUDING 

ROBERT WHEELER TO BE IN CONTEMPT 
OF THIS COURT·, 

§750.00 of the Judiciary Law sets forth the various 

circumstances in which a court may punish an individual for 

contempt. The law is both clear and well settled that a witness 

who testifies falsely or evasively to a material fact during a 

I proceeding may be punished for criminal contempt under this 

I 
i 
I 
I 

11 

'1 

section; Holtzman v.Tobin, 72 Misc.2d 1050 (1972), and Tamberg v. 

Walternade, 19 AD2d 874, First Dept. (1963) • 

In the instant case, Investigator Robert Wheeler of the Oswego 

County Sheriff's Department testified both falsely and evasively, 

as set forth in EXHIBIT H, which is a portion of the Huntley 

Hearing held in this Court on April 18, 1995 in this matter • 

Specifically, Investigator Wheeler was asked about the date on 

which the Accused was arrested on a bench warrant from the District 

Court in Fitchburg, Massachusetts, which resulted in his being 

confined in the Worcester House of Corrections where the admissions 

were allegedly made that were the subject of this proceeding. In 

response to questions put to him, Wheeler claimed that he could not 

I' recall either the date or the month in which the arrest by his 
,1 

1\ 

:1 
!1 
I' 

II 
ii 
\! 
i! 

Department occurred. 
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As EXHIBIT I reveals, Investigator Wheeler was not only a 

participant in this arrest, but was the architect of the strategy 

to arrest the Accused, since it was he who procured the arrest 

warrants from the Leominister, Massachusetts, Police Department. 

Immediately following these patently .evasive answers, Wheeler was 

asked about the fact that the Accused was a suspect in Heidi 

Allen's disappearance and at the time of his extradition to 

Massachusetts. He categorically stated the Accused was not a 

suspect. The falsity of this claim is revealed in EXHIBIT J, a 

report of a meeting which occurred on April 15, 1994 in which 

Wheeler was a participant and in which the Accused is identified as 

a suspect in the Allen disappearance. This meeting occurred 34 

days prior to Wheeler obtaining the bench warrants from the State 

of Massachusetts and 40 prior to their execution. Indeed, the 

I 
following day, Wheeler was part of a briefing in which the Accused 

I and his brother graduated to the status of "prime suspects" 

11 

ll 
(EXHIBIT K) and a concerted strategy of surveillance designed for 

its "psychological effect" was implemented (EXHIBIT L). This 

strategy was ultimately intensified and refined to include plans in 

which the Accused and possibly Sharon Raposa would be stopped and 

taken into custody on the pretext of a Vehicle and Traffic arrest, 

so that the Accused could be incarcerated and under the control of 

law enforcement authorities; (EXHIBIT M ) • When this strategy 

failed to achieve the desired result, the Accused and Raposa were 

arrested on the outstanding warrants obtained by Wheeler from the 
11 

~ Massachusetts authorities. 
H 
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• 
• There can be little doubt that the Accused's arrest, 

extradition and incarceration in Massachusetts was part of a 

• carefully crafted strategy to confine the Accused in a setting in 

• which informants like Baldasaro and McDonald would have access to 

him. 

• 
• 

In giving evasive, false and perjurious testimony on these 

subjects, Wheeler foreclosed defense counsel from further inquiry 

into these matters and developing further facts on which this Court 

• could make an informed ruling with respect to the Accused's 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

suppression claims. Clearly, this perjury was committed on issues 

material to the proceeding and constitutes a disruption of the 

Court's proceeding and impair the respect due its authority; 

Holtzman v. Tobin. supra. 

The Court cannot and should not let this misconduct go 

unpunished . 

Equally egregious is the fact that while this evasive and 

false testimony was being given, the prosecutor, Donald Dodd, took 

9 no action to correct it, despite the obvious falsity of it. In 

• People v. Novoa, 70 NY 2d 490, the Court of Appeals held that a 

prosecutor was duty bound to correct false statements of a witness 

• and may not sit by silently while a witness testifies in this 

• 

' t 

fashion. (See also, People v. Banfield, 194 AD 2d 330 [First 

Dept . 19 9 3 ) • Moreover, since the duty to the court and the 

criminal justice is a continuing one (See People v. Olmo, 153 AD 2d 

544 [First Dept. 1989)), Mr. Dodd could have brought forth true 

I' 11 facts upon re-direct examination or at any time prior to the filing 
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of this motion. His failure to take any remedial action at any 

time clearly underscores the need for disqualification and the 

appointment of a Special prosecutor as urged above. 

AN ORDER APPOINTING A SPECIAL PROSECUTOR 
TO RE-PRESENT THE Indictment AND 
INVESTIGATE THE WHEELER PERJURY. 

In addition to violating the provisions of §750. oo of the 

Judiciary Law, the false and perjurious testimony given by 

Investigator Wheeler, discussed above, also violated §210.25 of the 

Penal Law. Perjury in the First Degree, a Class D Felony. 

In giving this testimony, Wheeler appeared as a witness for 

the Oswego county District Attorney's Office in a prosecution being 

conducted by it. That office is, therefore, prevented from probing . 

this matter, lest there be an appearance of impropriety and a 

conflict of interest. §701.DO of the County Law allows this Court 

to designate a Special Prosecutor to investigate this misconduct. 

As discussed above, the prosecution utilized a grand jury to 

investigate the Alibi defense interposed in this action and 

indicted Sharon Raposa for her testimony before the grand jury 

which indicted the Accused. The basis for the Perjury Indictment 

returned there was conflicting testimony by a witness who claimed 

that she saw the Accused and his brother together at Gary 

Thibodeau's residence on the morning Heidi Allen disappeared and 

testimony and a receipt from an auto parts outlet which the 

prosecution claims places the Accused and Raposa in M~ssachusetts 

11 in the days following Heidi Allen's disappearance. Here, the 
I' 

i: 

11 .I 
!I 

II .. 
li 
;. ,, 

evidence of Wheeler's perjury is more compelling. Wheeler claimed 
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• • 

• 
• 

• 
• 

not to know the date of the Accused's arrest when the Sheriff 

Department records reveal he orchestrated the arrest, and he 

falsely denied that the Accused was a suspect at the time of that 

arrest despite the fact the investigative file reveals Wheeler knew 

he was a suspect over one month before his arrest • 

If the public is to have complete confidence in the integrity 

of these proceedings, it must be assured that the rules governing 

them are being applied fairly and equally to both the prosecution 

• and the defense,t o law enforcement and non-law enforcement 

• 

• 
• 

witnesses alike. The appointment of a Special Prosecutor to 

investigate the Wheeler perjury with leave to also re-present the 

Indictment in the instant case, which cannot now be fairly 

prosecuted, is manifestly warranted. 

DATED: May 2, 1995. 

• Yours, etc. , 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

TO: Donald H. Dodd, Esq. 

WILES & FAHEY 
Attorneys for Defendant, 

Gary J. Thibodeau 
Joseph E, Fahey, Esq., of counsel 
1010 State Tower Building 
Syracuse, NY 13202 
Telephone: (315) 474-4648 

Off ice of the District Attorney 
Oswego county 
39 Churchill Road 
Oswego, NY 13126 

11 
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STATE OF NEW YORK: COUNTY OF OSWEGO: COUNTY COURT 

l 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
AGAINST 

RICHARD P. TH!EODEAU and GA.RY J. 'I'HI~ODEAU 

INDICTMENT 

94-161 
;; _____ _ 

-------------------------...ueftndant. 
THE GRAND JURY of the Count'( of Oswego, by this indictment accusa 

' ' 

RICHARD P. TH!SOOEAU and GA.RY J. THISODE~U 

of the crime of 
follows: 

XIDNAPPING IN TEE FIRST DEGREZ committed as 

on April 3, 1994, at approximately 7~42 a.~., the said 
cefencan'ts ac~i~g together and in concer~ w!th each other, each 
inten":!.onally a.!.c.!.!'lg the other, at anc:! nea= a business 

establishment !<.~own as t~e D&W Convenience Store, locate~ on Route 

104, Tcw-n of New Eaven, County of Oswego, New York, did 

intencionally anc:! unlawfully restrict the movements of one Heidi 
Allen, an emelovee of that business that cl.av, ar.d t.o inte:fere 
substan'tial.!.y· .,.:[ t.:i her l.iherty anc:! prevent he: l.i.be:"ation, did 

a~cuct he: t=om t~a~ location PY using physical force on her person 
to restra!.n he= a:i.d phvs ically mo·.re her f:::om that lccat.!.on to 
another location by placing Heidi Allen in a C~ev:::olet van t=uck 
where she was c:.:.·1en from the D&W Convenience Store to another 

location whe:e she ~as not likely to be found, and f:~m whic~ she 
has net bee~ :c~~c and that during her a~duc~ion Ee.id! ~llen died, 
.!.~ viola~.!.o~ c: SlJS.25(3) o: t~e ?enal Law of t~e State of New 
York. 

S:C:COND COtJ~ : 

A...'ID ':':~ G~'ID J'tJRY A.:CR!SA!D by this !ndic"::lent, f~rther 

a.cc'".lse the sa!.d C.efenc!.a..PJ.t with t!'le c:::ime o! ~IDNA?:?ING IN ~..E 

SECOND DEG:U:E ccau::i!.tted as follows: 

On ~pril 3, 1994, at approximately 7:42 a.m., the said 

defendants ac-:..!..:i.g together and in concert w! th eac:i ct.her, each 

intentionally a!.d!ng the other, C.!.c at and near a business 
establishr.ler.":. !<:::c·..m as t~e D&W Convenience Stc:-e, locatea on Rou:e 
104, Town ot New F.avan, Coun"t;:r ·· of Oswego, New Yor!(, did 

intentionally and unlawfully rest=ic~ the movements of one Heid! 

Allen, an employee of thac :Cusiness that day, and to inte.::ere 

suostant.ially w!. t~ he::- l.!.berty anc:! prevent he: li!:eration, did 

abduct. her f=om that lccaticn by usi:lg physical force en her pe:son 

~o rss~:a!:: he: anc:! physically mc·1e her !:cm t~at lccat..!.:m to 
anothe: l~ca~.:.cn ;:y plac.:.:tc; F.eic.!. Al.!.en i:& a C!leY=olet. •ran t.:-..ic!< 

~he=e she ~as ~=iven f:c~ 'the O&W C=~~enie~ca st=:e t~ anot~e= 

. .. 
a 
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• 
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location where she was not likely to be found, and from which she 
has not ceen !qund, in violation of SlJS .20 of the Penal Law of the 
State of New York • 

DAVID BINGHAM 
GRAND JURY FOR.Of.AN 

JAMES G. GROSE 
OSWEGO COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY 

L-----------
. . 
~:~~·--
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STATE OF NEW YORl< 
COUNTY OF OSWEGO cat1r·r.! COURT 

THE P!OPLE OF THE s:;..r::: OF NEW YORK, 

Plaintiff, 

-v-

DEFENDANT, 
GARY J. ~HIEOOilAU'S, 
NOTICE OF ALIBI 

Indict~ent #94-161 

R!CH..'\....~D P. THIBODE.~U a~d GARY J. THIBODE.~U, 

oe:endants. 

S I R S: 

PLEASE TA..~! NOT:c~, ~hat in accordance with the prov:s:ons of 

"'· ... =:: O 2 O - t' c-' ... ~ - - ' '0..- r ... r • ~""- . ot :ie --···=··c.- __ cce_u_e _,aw, the De~endant, Gary J. 

Thi:Codeau, inter:ds ~o ct:e::- a trial ciefense that at t:ie ti::.e of the 

com.'nission of the C!"i:::e ·..;it!l which he is charc;;eC., he was at his 

residence situated er. !\::-.yon Road in t:i.e !'own of Mexico, New York, 

l .., ,_,_ .... , and. 1' n s~1-_~.pc-_-_ -... -_- suc'n a c.·e.re"'se he w' 1, r .. 1 v ··-en ""he 
.;J -- - •• , ... __ --- "°::' ..... 

tes~irnony of Sharo~ Ra;csa, Kenyon Read, Mexico, New York, 13114; 

Richard P. Thibodea~, ~.R. #2, Box 69, Mexico, New York; The=esa 

Crawford, R.R.#2, Sex as, Mexico, New York; F. A. Archa~~eault, 

1273, Litchfield P~. D:ive, Leominster, Massachusetts, 01453; Leona -
Corey, R.D. #2, M!dd:e ~oad, Mexico, New York and David Nelson, 

South Jefferson Str:s~, ~exico, New ~ork, 13114. 

J.8(, . 
; 

4 
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VO LUNT ARY AFFIDAVIT 

STATE OF NEW YORK 

, being duly sworn, state that I ~~-3'"'""'('.__~-

years of aqe 11nc! my adc!r~ss is f'. a. P,r-.'-.:. .;.~c, I rrl~·t-i Cv,. rv. y 
M:r· occupation is 11,-.,,,.,.,,/,, ,,, •.. f , and I have completed /•r years 

• I 

of school. I can be reacroed at the following phones, CJl~ tf.: .~'/ home, 

anc ___ _.../)~/-A-______ ~business • 

I have read this statement (had this statement read to mel which consists of pagc(sl and the fact.s 

c:::intaincd therein 11re true and c:orre:: to the best of my knowletlge. I have also been told that swearin; :o 1 

fifse statement can make me guilt'/ cf a crime. 

'-1/ /'> ' .::>1.ft :;,fci ~-Witness: ~I a I. ,, L.1.c t ..;.t -·~-l./o.-,;....;.. .... _-"-'-'----------------

Vli1ness:-----()------------------- Pa~e __L ol _ __,.__ ___ ;iages 

Suuscribcd and sworn to be fora me 

this /SVA day of /?."~cc,j 19 9-..< 
¥. 4cr-;:-,,f',-.~1:/:•,.: Notary public/commissioner of deeds 7 ..,. .. _. ... c: 

R09[Rf l . C•'LvH 
"'":' IO,llt, IU•tel "•• '•'' 

... •":r.:'t ,,, •• ~ ....... C,,111101 

i:,. ........... '""" -1 , ·, /,1 ... , 

EXHIBIT 

iC 
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VOLUNTARY AFFIDAVIT 

ST ATE OF NEW YORK 

I , 0 1' [& iii (41.7..} , he ing duly sworn, s ta to that I ._, .3 'I 

years o age and my ac!d:ess is P[o. /=1• . .,.rl .~.iCjJ Lt'rlt".liet1 ':fJ.l/. 
I I 

My occupation is C.v•.J..,'~ ~ / '1C1,,,, 1 g.., ,/ , and I have completed )o/ yea.rs 
~ 

of school. I can be reac:-ted at the following phones, C/l'.<i · t·r~.;·,l/ home, 

and n /A- bl.!si.~ess. 

. fJ.1;:; · F:-i!h.ei.r6-teA·11D J1-... 1'!:' ',5' 
_=.;. ....... ;.....J.....:L.:.=.J.-ll-"""---.:-O::O.....:..~:...::~~.=...;.....:....;.=.....;;.....;;.....__,.,_~ ........ --"~""""'.-...::::.=:...=...,,__....._.~ ..... 

T:t:1 u,· d hc1.. d be.. 1?.11 ~-:x?. u-1.-•e.d er 11 fi,;_t .:J d...P-t; 

\ a; I · ' ''-~ l 

.. -- . Yl \ ;· . ; 

I have read this statement (had :his's:atement read to me) which consists or palje(sl anc :he fac~s 
con CJinecl therein are crue and c:rre:: to Che best of my knowledge. I have also been told that swearir.; :o a 
f~lse statement can ma~e me guiit•1of1 crime. 

Witness: QKu,k.~t..u.. '-- ..;/1 .. (/'ti::) ,j;. : :;....J ?"" 
?'"' I 

Witness: _______________ Page _L_ or I pages #11~1--D-H-IB_l_T __ .,. 
Su!Jscrillj¢ and sworn to before .,,e /:)" • 

/ 511 . <->-i.tJ ~ /, "1 
lhis /~/i /~,·'/~·':..• .•• '- •• 19~ 

t/ ~'/l,;/, .. Notary public/commissioner of deeds 
'(, v•• ~ •../ .... ~.· ... • ~ 

• • 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• • 
• 
• 

• • 

• 
• 
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• 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY COURT 
COUNTY OF OSWEGO 

'· 

In re: IN THE NAME OF THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
PURSUANT TO CPL LAW 5610.20 

TO: KEEPER OF THE RECORDS 
NYNEX 
220 Brooks Street 
Worcester, 'MA~ 01606 

YOU ARE COMMANDE:D to produce for the Oswego 

County District Attorney forthwith ·any and all telephone bills 

; and/or records indicating long distance telephone calls, 

:; received or sent from telephone N·o. (508) 537-7470, customer 

name Francis and Alice Archambeault, for the period of March, 
jl 
:i 1994, April, 1994, and May, 1994. 
:i 
'I 

Please return said records to this off ice AS SOON AS 

!j POSSIBLE. Please send the materials by Facsimile to the 

!1 ij Oswego County District At~orney•s Office at (315)349-3212 and 

p forward hard copies to the District Attorney's Office at the 
I 

address set hereafter • 

No personal appearance is necessary. Compliance may 

made by furnishing the said records to a designated agent 

the Oswego County District Attorney's Office or by mailing 

said records to the Oswego County District Atto.rney' s Office, 

.. . 

! EXHIBIT 
., r 
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I Oswego County Public Safety'Center, 39 Churchill Road, Oswego, 

New York 13126. 

• 
• 

L 
II 
I ,. 
•' ,; 

!I ., , 
!! 
·' 
i! .. 
I 

ii 
'I 

Ii ,. ,, 
I· 

" j' 

Dated: 
:a.. 

February 13, 1995 
Oswego, New York 

. -
...... p : • -.f;I::! \.-::·:~.:..: ;;., . .J.: ·! 
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• S1'ATE OF NEW YORK: courJTY OF OSWEGO: COUNTY COUR"( 

• 

• 
• 

• 
ti 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

THE PEOPLE vF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

l\G1\I N!iT 

------Otftndant. 

THE GRAND JURY of the Cour.r•1 or Oswego, by this indictment accusa 

INOIC::TM~NT 

95-4/S ,, _________ _ 

of the crime of PERJURY IN THE FIRST DEGREE conuuitt~d as .follow~: 

The said de!endant, on or about ch~ 26th ctay of August, 
1994, al:. the Grand Jury P.oo~, Public scifsty C1Mter, City of Oswe90, 

County o! Oswego, New York, while testifyinq in a Grand Jury 
proceecfing agains: c~e Richard Thibodeau ~nd Gary Thibodeau, did 
swear falsely anc a!d talsely testify that ~!chard Thib~deau wa~ 
not at the re~idence ot de!endant Sharon Rapo~a ~nd Gary Thibodeau 
on April 3, 1994, when ln fact Rich~rd Thlbod~au had been present 
in the morning hours and such testimony was me.tez:ial to tne action, 
proceeding or matter in which it was made, in violat!on of S210.15 
of the Penal Law ot ~he State of New Yo~x, a Class D Felony. 

SECOND COUNT1 

AND THE GF~.ND JURY AFORESAID ~y th1s Indictment, further 
accuse the said defendant with the crime oi PERJURY IN THE FI~ST 
DEGREE ccmrnltted as :ollow:s: 

The said csfendant, on or about the 26th day of ~u;u:st, 
1994 1 at the Grand :ury Room, public safety Cent.er, Clty 0£ Oswo90, 
county of Oswego, Ne;,.,i York, while testity!ng in a Grtlfld Ju.ry 
proceeding a9ainst. one Richard 'l.'hiboc;leau and Gari T!"libodeeu did 
swear falsely and did falsely test1!y that Garf Thib~d~au had been 
continuously present at his Kenycn Road, Mexico Ada~es~ during the 
days of April 3, 4 and 5, 1994, except for brlet period~ when in 
fact Gary Thioo<!eau and defendant wer.e in Leominster, Massachu.!5ett.s 
from approximately 6:00 p.m. on ~pril ~' 1994, ~o the atterncon o! 
Aprils, 1994, anc such test.imony was materJ.cl to the ~ction, 
proceeding or matte~ in which it was made, in violati~n ot s110.1~ 
Qf the Pena~, Law ot the state ot New Yo~k, a clad5 D Felony. 

I 
/ 
,) 

I 
~ 
!. 

MARY .JANE' BUSKE: " 
GRAND' JURY FOREX.;~1 

! 
l 
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NEWS 
From The Oswego County SherilT's Office 

llEWS MEDIA 

-;f S11£R1Fr.' s or.ncens W•l<E P£RJIJRV AARUT 

Sheriff's Olflc:1r1 tod•v 11rr11t1d J) year old Sharon Raoore of ~tnvon Ad., M.,xfco ind ch,,.;,d h.,,. with 2 counts of P1r-jury ht, a ~l15s O f•lonv. 

She was err•sh-l on 11 warrant f nu•d by County Court Jud'i• J""'s McCarthy, lined on 1 recent Grand Jury lndlct,,,.nt. 

The errut follow• an lnvestl91Jtlon fnto the metttr bv tht 'Jr ... ;o County Ol1trlct i\ttornev's or-r!co h1 conjunction with tht os· .. ;o Co<1nty Sherltr'1 Office. H fl allt<;•d lhat n110011 11ipp1!1d rein lnf'lrnoailo.,11_. _ _._.. to • previous t;1•1mJ Ju•·v In l\~us~, l!lll••. lhfit Grind Jur·1 ~.~ 11r.n• I conv•ned to heer evld•nct co"c'!rn1"9 the kldn•oolng of ll•ldl Alltn, 

Addltfon1lly, offlc'frs execut~d 11 S.arch Warrant 1t the ruldenc' or R•ooH and G-arv Thibodnu on K1nyo01 Rd., Mtxfco. Tho 11lu-l 1 1181 C1dl1 l11c belon9!119 to the Pal•', which rtr>ortadly held 1vldtrc1 dls11utl1>9 RlllOH't pr9vfous tuthnony. Orflctrs h1vt lndletttd th1t the evidence conshts or 1n ldentlrf1ble car p1rt 1 which wu Dur~hntd In Men~husetts In tht days llml'Jdl11~•IY followln; Htldl's dluoot1r1nct. R1p.,11 hed pr·,vlously sttted to l;h9 Grend .Jury that ,;,, '"d Gary Thlbodt11u had not left th• M••lco area In the din l111111dflt11y followin1 the kldne1111tn-;, • 

R111osa was err1l9ned before C:ounty Cou,.t Jud11e McC1rthv •"<I rt.,.nded to the Oswego C:ounty Cerrectlon11I F•clllty In lieu of $10,000 c:uh or t20,ooo bond. 

For Futcbcr lnrorn114tio1t Coru•cl 
s1 .. , ... ~.Whipple 

l9 C:hwchill Ro•~. 0•'"•11. NY I 3116 J 15.3~q.3301I1·100·96Z..141J 
C:llARLP.3 f. l'IEIJ.I:";, :o;1o,,1rr 
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COUNTY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORR 

COUNTY OF OSWEGO : CRIMINAL TERM 

-------------------------------------x 
TllE PEOPLE OF THE STATE .OF NEW YORK, Ind. 94-161 

Plaintiff, 

- against -
Kidnapping 1st Degr. 
Kidnapping 2nd Degr. 

GARY J. THIBODEAU, 

Defendant • 
EXCERPT FROM 
HUNTLEY BEARING 

~-------------------------------------x 

B e f o r e 

Public Safety Center 
39 Churchill Road 
Oswego, NY 13126 
Tuesday, April 18, 1995 

HONORABLE LEE CLARY, 

Justice • 

A p p e a r a n c e s : 

JAMES G. GROSE, ESQ. 
District Attorney of Oswego County 
BY: DONALD H. DODD, ESQ. 

Assistani District Attorney 
Public Safety Center 
39 Churchill Road 
Oswego, NY 13126 

JOSEPH E. FAHEY, ESQ. 
Attorney for Gary Thibodeau 
State Tower Building 
109 South Warren Street 
Syracuse, NY 13202 

Defendant in person. 

. . 
I 

f 
EXHIBIT 

f-f. 

Letitia Reifensnyder, RPR 
Official Court Reporter 
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2 

3 

4 

R. Wheeler - People - Cross 2 

(THE FOLLOWING IS THE CROSS-EXAMINATION OF 

ROBERT WHEELER DURING THE HUNTLEY BEARING IN 

PEOPLE V. GAR~ J. THIBODEAU, HELD ON 4/18/95, IN 

OSWEGO COUNTY COURT.) 

5 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

6 BY MR. FAHEY: 

7 

8 

9 

Q How did you happen to come into contact with 

Mr. Baldasaro? 

A At the time we talked to Mr. Baldasaro, we had 

10 gone to the Worcester Correctional Facility and talked with 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

supervisors at that facility. 

Q And when did you do that? 

A That would have been approximately July 21st or 

the 20th, somewhere in there. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Was that your first contact with that facility? 

Yes, sir. 

And how did you know to contact that facility? 

Because when we went down, we talked with the 

detective bureau in Leominster PD. They advised us that 

20 that's where the inmates were, in them areas. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Q Well, how did you know that Mr. Thibodeau had been 

in that facility? 

A Because that's where he was taken when he left 

here, sir. 

• • 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• • 

• • 
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6 
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8 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

R. Wheeler - People - Cross 

And how do you know·that? 

We were told that. 

By who? 

I'm not sure who told us where he was • 

3 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q Do you know under what circumstances he was taken 

from New York? 

A I believe on a default warrant out of 

Massachusetts. ~ 

Q 

A 

And how do you know that? 

'Cause that's -- Massachusetts Police had told us 

that, that he was wanted in that state. 

Q Did you participate in his arrest? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

· A 

Q 

Yes, sir. 

On that warrant. 

Yes. 

When was that? 

I'm not sure of the date on it. 

What month? 

Not sure of the month. 

Do you recall whether it was before July? 

I'm not sure of the date, sir. 

Well, do you recall if it was at the same time 

23 that his brother Richard was arrested? 

24 A Approximately the same time, yes. 

A.  933
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23 

24 

Q 

R. Wheeler - People - Cross 

And when was that? 

A I'm not sure of that date either. 

4 

Q But you parti~ipated in Mr. Thibodeau's arrest. 

A Yes, sir. 

Q On this warrant from Massachusetts. 

A I participated in Richard Thibodeau's arrest on 

that day, yes. 

Q 

A 

And Gary·~ also? 

The day of the arrest? Not him physically, no. 

Not him physically. But I was -- it was a dual arrest. I 

was involved in one of them, yes. 

Q When did you first become aware of the fact that 

there was a warrant out for Gary Thibodeau? 

Q 

it. 

MR. DODD: Objection. Relevancy. 

MR. FAHEY: We'll get to it. 

MR. DODD: Objection. Relevancy, Judge. 

THE COURT: I'm going to overrule. I'll hear 

When did you first become aware of the fact that 

there was a warrant out for Gary Thibodeau? 

A I'm not sure of the exact date, sir, on that, when 

the warrant was issued or when I found out about it. 

Q Well, when did you find out about it? 

A I'm not sure of the date. 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
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R. Wheeler - People - Cross 5 

l Q Can you tell me the month? 

2 A No, sir. 

3 Q Can you tell ~e the year? 

4 A Nineteen ninety-four. 

5 THE COURT: I assume we're talking about the 

6 Massachusetts warrant. 

7 MR. FAHEY: Yes·. 

8 THE C!OURT: Okay. Is that right, 
"' 

9 Mr. Wheeler? 

10 A Yes, sir. 

11 BY MR. FAHEY: 

12 Q At the time that Gary Thibodeau was arrested on 

13 this Massachusetts warrant, he was a suspect in this case; 

14 was he not? 

15 MR. DODD: Objection. Relevancy. 

16 THE COURT: No, I'll overrule • 

17 A Would you repeat that, sir? 

18 Q At the time Gary Thibodeau was arrested on this 

19 warrant for Massachusetts, he was a suspect in this case; 

20 wasn't he, 

21 A No, sir. 

22 Q And are you as sure of that as you are everything 

23 else in this case? 

24 A Yes, sir. 

f-{ 
.... -. .,-~ .... ..... .. ..... .........-... .. - ·,, ... ...,..,,_.,.. .. ..._, .............. ... ___ ~ ... - ................... _._ ... ,.......__ .. ~------------------A.  935



R. Wheeler - People - Cross 

l MR. FAHEY: I have nothing further. 

2 (Conclusion of excerpt.) 

3 - - - - -
4 

5 

6 STATE OF NEW YORK 

7 COUNTY OF JEFFERSON SS 

8 CITY OF WATERTOWN ~) 

... 

6 • • 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
9 • 

10 C E R T I F I C A T I 0 N 

11 • 

12 I, Letitia Reifensnyder, Jefferson County 

13 Court Reporter, do hereby certify that the foregoing has been 

14 a true and correct transcript as taken by me to the best of 

15 my ability at the time and place noted in the heading hereof. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

H 
1'1~ 

• 
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• 
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C!T'! OF' L~OM!NST!:R POL!CE DC:PAP.!H~l! 
2 9 CHURCH sr:u:n 

L::Cl'!nlSTE...':\, KJ.SSACHUSE.Tl'S, 01453 
T!L: (SOa) 534-7560 · FAJ.: (-SOS) 537-6641 

!~~!FAX TRANSH!TTAt COVER SHEET 

T!HE:: 

nus TRANSHISS!OH Cetls:STS OP' TrlC: COVER SHE~! ANO PACE{S)' ---
.... 

..... · ... · .. · :. 

• -4-JJ. lf 0 • 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• • 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

-

FROM: 

COl'!HE..,.,,.: /l o./fr. . 
I 

f(.//.r~ <?.re r-7a1e r e fC e ec 

be_ G::A 7' / ,.{, £ j,'i' ~ '7':-- .I bw, 
.A/£1 '"'Y A

1
f /.,.,::.!·er l. L .r,., w- /' 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTt 

THE DOCUM!MTS ACCO~?ANYING THIS TELECOPY TRANSMISSION CON'i:'AIN 
INFOPJUTION lROK T:·H: L!:iM!NSTE..'Q, POL!C! 0£PA.P.TM!:NT VHIOI IS 
CONFI!lt.'lT!AL OR n:·1:!.!C!D. T"rlE INFOR.".AT:ON IS INTt:mtD TO BE ?OP. THE 
USE or THE IXDIVIOUAL OR ~'ITITY NAMED ON THIS TlUNSMISSION SHEET. IF 
YOU .Ut HOT THE nrn:.~E::l RECI?ItNT' 8E AW'.Ut THAT AN'! DISCLOSURE I 

COPYING, DIS!t.!3U!IOH CR USE OF T?.t CONT!NTS'OF THIS TELECOPI!O 
INFOFJ'.ATION IS PROH!3I!!!). Il' YOU HA'./i: u:ct!Vt!J THIS TELECOP'i rn 
E?..ROR, PLtAS~ HO!!:! TH! LEOK!NSTER POL!C! OEPAlt!Ht.'lT IHMEDL\TEiY SO 
THAT 'JE CAN AR.':Ju'{GE FOR '!'HEIR RETRIEVAL • 

IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE ALl PAGES, OR RECEIVE THIS fJ.J. IN ERROR, PLEASE 

TELEPHONE. (508) 534-7560 AND ASK FOR ,a-¢ ~cbc/:JH 

' :; i 
I 

EXHIBIT 

--: I -

• ,,,. 

A.  937



. WARRANT •LJ ""UVL..I I 
I,] JUVENILE Fi:chburg/Six Person Juz:-:r· 

111i:l1 """'"''( ot 1·11:1~s<lcnuseus • 
District Court Department V 

0l ;· C.~~~NO•NT 
,:1fy 'Ibibo.;leau 
·
1 ·v- t4, Midn S t.rE:€ t 
, :err" ; n.s t.Qr , MA 0 l 4 5 3 

1: oi: a1AT>1 I sex I R~ci · 
i )/li/53 ~XMALE :..: FEMALE 

l REASON FOR WARRANT 

I OCt;lt.CT NIJMHlllS) 

9216/JC/08001\ 

PO~:CE CEP.ARTMENT 

Le-.minster 

Po:;i:; C.:l B Dis-:/Mfg 

: 0 Representation of prosecutor that defendant may not appear unless arrested. 
I 

, 0 . Defendant f alled to appear alter bein1; summoned to appear. 

0 Oelendant failed to appear after reccsnlc:lng to appear. 

1 0 Defendant failed to pay [fine) [costs! In the amount"Of s --------

0 Oefencant failed to."pay ncn·crimlnal motor vehlcle fine In the amount of s_, ____ _ 

..... 1 
-:- I 

'· I 
..:..":-I .... 
. ·. i 
J • ' 
,...., ! 

"' I 
.j 

'-··: 
I 

~·:j 
:! (.,.,. 

· C: Defendant was convfctec cf the or:ense{s) llsted above on and placed on probation until----

ar.d has. as represented to the cour., fai!ec to ccmp!y with the concltlons of pro!:ation by ---------

Ci Ottier. 
de!enca~t defaulte--~ er. pre trial c::nfe~ence 

TO ANY OFFICER AUTHORIZED TO SERVE CRIMINAL PROCESS: 
"• 

The court ha=s ordered \hat a 

0 Warrant } 
Issue acalnst the above defendant. 

~ Default Warrant 

. •' ··~ •.' .. =· ··:. . • . .·.. . .. ··~ .. .• . . 

1 !. Therefore yi,~ ;;e'.h~reby co~mar.ded to, ~'~~st the ab'~ve ~named def~ndant and bring the defendant forthwith 
before this court lo ·answer to the oftense1.si listed above ari·d :t9 be dea.ft. w!th according to law. · 

.-:~.. ·~ · . ~ : :,; .·I .; •• :-· • • ~· I;. ··:.. ... 1' 

NOTE: The c!efendant may not be bailee on a default warrant Without a special crder of ltle court. 

"RST .JUISTICl DATE OF ISSUE 

; WITNESS: .Po.r.dre A. Gelinas 12/16/92 

By •1frtue of this warren:, I certify tnat I 
'. =\ETUP.N 

OF 
l 3EP.VICE 

O The defendant has t:een arrested as ordered by the court. ! 

O I am returning the warrant without service. to the court 

EXHIBIT 2DD 
' -; ; ~.:,~ ~j_:'jj~ 1>1' llF,'l>;CM "4iii(jj:'j"rj".fel'l •llf;I! 

' 
' -··-·-------- x . ·· -· . . .... --

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• • 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
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~•. r~nn"'' 1 ... 
\.JI~ (fl~I v\JUlt 1-'t:j.J<ll ,: 1 ll;lll I 

-·o"FFi;;S"~,· ··-· ·-------. -:::._.

1

: 

.. 

_....._. ____ __,,,..·1-:.J U.;:..:.V.=E:.:.N.:.:l~L:.=E~· ~·son ,, ury / t' l t:canu t'g 
pS.OIF~O..\NT C?C!.c:T NUM&!R(~) 

]9n Raposa 
N. Main Street 

1"t" c;l;$r, M~ Ol45J S2.!.'./JC.:/080lJ\ Poss Cl A Cist:;~'!Eg I 
e1FlTli ssx PC1. . ~: CEPARTMENT I llACE • 

-'Z.'-6~1 __ ....__u_~_'•_L_e_~~·-'e_M_A_Le....i_ ____ -L-=!.e-:rn~~:::.:.:i~n~s~t=er=----------------'-------- ·~-------------~~i 

REASON FOR WARRANT 
0 Representation of prosecutor that defer.dant may not appear unless arrested. • • 

~ Cetenda~t lalled to appear aHer beln~ ~ummoned to appear. 

0 Oefendant f allGd to appear alter recognizing to appear. 

0 Defendant failed to pay (flneJ [costs! In :he amount of S --------• -:( 

i 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

i 
I 

i Defendant !ailed lo pay non-criminal mctor vehicle line In the amount ors_________ :,.. 

0 Dedfehndant was convicted of the cffen,!e
1 

(sd) lhsted ab
1
ove

1
on d' ,and placed on prccat ion untll ____ l. 

an as, a~ represented to the cour.. ai e to comp y w th the con 1tlons o probation by ___ -------- ,, 
r· 

• .. -------------------------------------------------------------~----------- I -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- t 
I·: 29 Other: defendant cefaultsci en pre trial conference f . 

_________________________ _;; __________________________________________________ ! 

• 
«O ANY OFFICER AUTHORIZED TO SERVE CliJMINAl. PROCESS: 

• 
"" 

The court ha~ ordered that a 

13 Default Warrant 
} l•sue a~alnst th• abov,o defendant. 

0 Warrant 

~.J. ·•" •:.· ,. ·' .: ···~·. ·,:.· •• ·.; • ~. • • :• • . .. , , . .... . . . . ,,. ., . 
• Therefore yo_u are': h~reby commanded to :·arrest the al:l9ye .named d~fendant a~d brir.g the defendant fcrthw_Hh 

•before this cour:t •. fo ~n~wer to the. offense(s~. !lste.~ above)nd' to be de~n w!th acc~~dlng _to law . 
. '..,:. ··:· . t ·~ .. • : .l\ '· ._'', · ~' ··' •' 

NOTE: The defendant may not be called on a default warrant without a special order of rhe court. • • 

l'IRST JUSTICE OATE OF ISSUE 

W\TNESS: Andre F\. C~linas 12/16/92 

• By virtue or this warrant, I certify that . . EXHIBIT 

·. 

• 
REiURN 

OF 
SERVICE 

O The def end ant has ceen arrested as ordered by the ccurt. 

I ---~~~~~;;::~~~''~........-20
11 

....,._ O I am returnlr.g the warrant without service to the court ~ 

OAT! O~ ARREST StONUUflE 01' PERSCH MAKl~IC SEAVICE TITL! OF Pf.DSO•l .'>1A~l1'u 

---------· ---- : .L. - --· ··-·· .. -·· __._J ··-. .. . .. 
A.  939
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• • 
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• 

• 
• 

_ s11i~:i s-1 Mr.f-1-e s +. I="; -kl,_/,,_,_,...~ . mass. 202. • 
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. 1~~~~da~~¥~~s.. ~· 
! , I 

I I 
i------;.-+--------- !! EXHIBIT 

j.a · I <!_~ ~ ./o i ----\ e 
.,~- -~~ ~- I -....._) • 
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. .. . Call r(;)C 1 d by -t-....;q.,v . .J 
Date: -~ -1(: 'ill 
T I~E : __:', '; lfJf 

LEAD SHEET 

Person reporting informatioh~ 

NAME: c-..\-- I\ v . c::;-c.rL~· ,...._ 

ADDRr::ss: Oc .ili .. 

7t,.;k,~Jl{/jf~ :..rr- () 7T 
RE~ (Case facts) 

l'llONE: ( llomc) -----------(Work ___________ _ 

\·!h~n:c d lcl you see victim? ---------------------
. ! 

When did you see victim? (D'ate & time) 
~---------------

Was victim alone? ---- If with.someone, do you know other 

person? ---- Can you describe other person? ----------
Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving) 

! f in vehicle, can you describe vehicle? ___________ _ 

Nlrnt was the victim wearing? _________________ _ 

Did yo\.\ make personal contact with victim? __________ _ 

J' ~ so, what:. was content of conversation, if any? _______ _ 

What was victim doing when seen? _______________ _ 

Wei.·e you alone when you saw·· victim? __ _ If not 7 please uell us 

• • 

• 
• 
~ 

• 

• • 

• • 
• • 

• • 
• 
• 

• 
• 

who was with you _______________________ _ 

his/her ZD4- : 
g 

/vly otl'lei: informatior1 you can provide \15 with?_ i 

U Se reverse i r: . nel?~.:ld) J 
<:~----11!!!1!!~'!' 

•· 
• 

A.  942
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· Chl"INLES F. NELLIS 

OSWEGO COUNTY 
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 

SHERIFF 

ROACPA~OL 
(:115)~5490 
(::115) 695-6, 9-4 
1·800.962"""'::s::J 

and 
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY 

R.R. 4, Box 5, Oswego, New York 13126 

':RIMIHAL INVESTIGATION 
(:115) :143-0496 

April 22, 1994 

I'. 

TO: All Sergeants 

FROM: Lt. R. 'Watson;ft'.t.v· 

SUBJECT: Surveillance Detail - 04/22/94 to 04/25/94 

. /?-~
;(fa!,,'/ 

Beginning with t:-.e 3xll shift on Friday, ~ 22, l99li. and 
continuing through Mor.day, OA/25/9A, the FBI will be conduc::!.:i.g a 
surveillance of some S\!bjects in conjunction with our invest!.62.tion 
into the Heidi Allen disappearance. 

There a~e some inportant steps that you and your personnel must 
follow regarding this. These instructions should be discussed i!'l 

person with your perosn!'lel and ~ broadcast over the air under any 
circumstances. 

FIRST: If we receive a call as to suspicious persons or vehicles, 
we should dispatch a patrol to check the area. If it involves the 
FBI personnel, they will identify themselv_es to our personnel. w"hen 
our unit cleus, they should transmit that they have located the 
suspicious vehicle/person, and it is someone having vehicle proble~s. 
'Further, that they ha•1e made their own arrangements for repa:!.: and 
should be gone soon. I repeat, do ~ make any reference to the su:-
veillance or FBI personnt!l over the air. 

SECOND: If one of the surveillance teams observes the following 
vehicle being operated by Mr. Gary Thibodeau: 

1983 Cadillac 4dr tan & brown 
NY reg. XZF-419 

parked at a bar/restaurant, the surveillance team will make contact 
with our Dispatch by phone as to the location. You should put a patrol 
in a position to stop the subject in this vehicle when he leaves 
the bar/restaurant to see if he is Dt..:I. (He is also revoked.) If 
he is DWI and alone in the vehicle, then arrest him and tow the vehi
cle to the office and contact Lt. Goodsell. If he has a female sub
ject named Sharon Raposa (the registered owner of the vehicle) with 
him, and she is too drunk to drive also, tow the vehicle and cor.tact 

. . 
' I 

EXHIBIT 

(v{ 

AEUEL A. TODD 
UNOERSHERIFF 

CIVIL DIVISION 
(:J1S) 343-2900 
1·800.582·75 8:1 

JAJI. OIVISION 
(:115) 343-6969 

F>.X (::115) :J.£2·::1519 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• • 

• • 

• • 

• • 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
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Surveillance Detail Page 2 

Lt. Goodsell. If Ms. Raposa is not drunk, she should be allowed to 
drive the vehicle away, and again Lt. Goodsell should be contacted • 

Again, di~cuss this information with your personnel in person . 
Do NOT put this infer.nation over the air, do NOT post this memo and 
do !!QI leave copies around that might be obser~ by non-law enforce
ment personnel • 

If you have any questions as to these instructions, call me 
at any time • 

11 EXHIBIT :; 

iM 
~~~~----- ·- ·- - .. -

" 

't-07 
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/. , • • • • , l • • • 

SUPERVISORS: 

F.RJ:DAY: 3 PK TO KIDHJ:Ga:T - SAVAGE 
SA!L"CIRDAY: HIDHJ:GBT TO HOON - WEHR 
SA!L"ORDAY: HOO!i TO XIDH:IGa:T - WDiSLOW 
SUHDAY: l!IDHIGBT TO NOOK - WEHR 
SUHDAY: HOO!i TO KIDH:I:GR':r - GREENE 
!!OHDAY: l!IDHIGaT 'l'O SAK - WEHR 
!!OHDAY: SAK - 4.P.t! - SAVAGE 

AGENTS: 

FRI/S~ 11 PM TO 7 AK: BORHS'rEIN 
KOLBE 

SA!I.'O'RDAY 7 AM TO 3 PM: LOONEY 

SA!I'ORDAY 3 PK TO 11 l?K GALLAGBER 

SAT/SUH 11 TO 7 AX BORHSTEm 
SHEARER 

KOLBE 

SUNDAY 3 PK TO 11 PM LOONEY 

SUN/l!OH l.l. PK 'l'O 7 AX BORNSTEIN' 
GAIJ.AGBER 

HONDAY 7 AM TO 3 PH 

SHIPT A 
GAUDDi 
ZARO NE 
CLANCY 
COSTANZI 
CORIK!. 

SRI'Fl' B 
DEYO 
DORMAN 
DERl'I:NGZP./CAVERLY 

SB::n'T A 

SHIFT B 

srn c 

SatPT A 

SlITFT B 

SHI'Fl' C 

--. - .. -::-.. -:-:. =---=-.. ~ ... ~-.~. ";";'"" .. =--=-=·---:--: . . =-:~ :-:::--:.. ~:·: • .---"IJ_.l_/1_E .. XH•IB•IT_ ... J,__ 

208 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• • 
• • 

• • 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
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.. 

THE PEOPLE OF.THE. STATE OF NEW YORK 

against 

7(~.rJ />. T{tihutlecJ!~fendant 

Sir: 
PLEASE TAKE NarICE, that the :people intend to offer at trial evidence of 

a statement made by the defendant to a public servant. 'Ihis notice is served 

on you pursuant to CPD sec. 710.30(1). 

I enclos~ a copy of the written statement. I intend to offer. 

The defendant also made an 9ral ·statement, which I intend to offer. 

The statement of the defendant is oral, no written statement was 

given to a public servant. The words or substance are as follows: 

Dated: t/1_1_11.;/ 
Copy to: 

Copy to: 

I 
I 

j I 

l 
I 

I 
I 
i A.  948
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DIVISION/PERCINCT OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
SUPPLEMENT 

TO: 

TIME OF REPORT 

/:SS /J/11 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

}Jlf 0J7tft100 
IDNO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

INCIDENT NO. 

7'7<-JJ>'./ y-

IDNO. 

CASE STATUS CLOSED (if closed, check box below) UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE NOTIFIEDfTOT 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST .JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN 

/.J'<3 
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,c: SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT TO: 

NARRATIVE; 

t.JflS, 

/o: 

7 
W INQUIRIE (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

> D OMV D WANTfWARRANT D SCOFFLAW 
i= 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 

~ R_EPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUDING ANK) 

ti :::;c A/'L). J'/. c.,· &,.,....!·~, ~::». 
IDNO. 

~ CASESTATUS CLOSED (ii closed, check box below) 

Cl 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
<t D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

;'Ar 

SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

L 
UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 

STATUS DATE 

0 UNKNOWN 

~"I \.-·· . 

N- y:--- f: {/' 

I $..f"" 
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OF 

IDNO. 

NOTIFIED/TOT 
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C'/.0 

NARRATIVE 

W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 
> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT 
j:: 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 
[!2 REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCL 

!ii ,;/. J\/{). fl &. t. z 
~ CASE STATUS CLOSED (ii closed, check box below) 

C 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
<( D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST·JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

¢:!LvN 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 
0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN 

IDNO. 

NOTIFIED/TOT 

ARREST NO. 
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,..,. AGENCY DIVISION/PERCINCT 

TIME OF REPORT 

NARRATIVE 

C~-

CASE STATUS CLOSED (if closed, check box below) 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
0 CBI 0 JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 
0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE 

0 WARRANT ADVISED ,,;zJ 
0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN OL/ U.:;;[ 

INCIDENT NO. ARREST NO. 

9~-3t?:?r 

NOTIFIEDfrOT 
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AGENCY DIVISION/PERCINCT OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE SUPPLEMENT 

c;/.b SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT TO: 

TIME OF REPORT 

W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW 
~ 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

/ii V <:J,]7 cJ0 O<:J 
IDNO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) IDNO. 

ARREST NO. 

: IS 

1d'y 
PAGE 

OF 
a: REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 
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~ CLOSED (if closed, check box below) UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE NOTIFIED/TOT 

C 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 0 WARRANT ADVISED 

<C 0 CBI 0 JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 0 EXTRAD DECLIN D UNKNOWN A.  963
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OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFACE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
SUPPLEMENT 

TO: 

TIME OF REPORT COMPLAINANT NAME 

(N.Jf IP, 
/ .t1 ,, • .6 <[ &'Jea .t:<..) l'/.f' r (/ e ,,., 

'/ls 1Vo 

ARREST NO. 

W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. / _J £" 
> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW -
i= 0 CRIMHISTORY 0 STOLENPROPERTY 0 OTHER i/'fiDJ7()600 PAGE · ;$ 1-==-===~="'~~~~~~~~-,,.,,...~~~___,....,.,,....,,.=-~~~t-=c==~~~~==~=-=-=:-'.-::c==:-::--~-..-:-::-:-=-~~~------t OF 
..._ REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) ID NO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) ID NO. 

i °Z;vu. /I. 0. }J;-~.QdN :JY1'L 
:iil CASE STATUS 

Cl 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
c:a: D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

CLOSED (ii closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN 

STATUS DATE NOTIFIED/TOT 
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AGENCY DIVISION/PERCINCT 

c /.LJ 
OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFPS OFACE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 

TIME OF REPORT C.OMPLAINANT NAME 

7' S'S 'f'J1 

NY<YJ/61M0 
W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW 
NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

IDNO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 
~ 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 
~ REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

en ::f, No . J.1 C <. / . A.,.. 
2 rv~ 

:J,<i<; z 

INCIDENT NO .• 

9f'-.?£!.l 7' 

IDNO. 

~ CASE STATUS CLOSED (if closed, check box below) UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE NOTIFIED/TOT 

0 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
<t D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTAAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN 

ARf!ESTNO. 

y·~/ 
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AGENCY DIVISION/PERCINCT OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE SUPPLEMENT ARREST NO. 

c £) SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT TO: 

ao_ 

Lii INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. / J 7 
> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW j/l/<J';)4(j~)"d(J -
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~ REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUDING ?NK) ID NO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) ID NO. 

QI ~/VU • /../ G, .. ~~ .:Jc:; 9e_ z 
..... ~ CASESTATUS 

0 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
~ D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

CLOSED (ii closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 

STATUS DATE NOTIFIEDfrOT 
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TIME OF REPORT 

7,• s-:s /H'l-J. 

//.::Y 

OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
SUPPLEMENT 

TO: 

"'.};'I 

INCIDENT NO. ARREST NO. 

9'1-,??;J CJ 

I I/ 

~I 

0 .r-

W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. / :s<r 
> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW -
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~ REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) ID NO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) ID NO. 

en ':::L N-u. Al. G ,j 4~ :> ¥7.Z z 
~ 
Cl 
<I: 

CASE STATUS 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

CLOSED (ii closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE NOTIFIEDfrOT 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN A.  967
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OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFPS OFACE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
DATE TIME OF REPORT COMPLAINANT NAME 

~1' 
NARRATIVE 

3- c;s-

~-

~;·// 

W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

INCIDENT NO. 

'1~~48,j 
ARREST NO. 

I t1NTff 

/. > D DMv D wANTNIARRANT D scoFFLAw .. .-'Va .•• , '#'7tJa>O 
. ~ ~D~c~Rl_M_Hl_ST_O~RY---=D=--os~TO~LE~N~PR~O_PE_R~IT~D~o_T~HE~R~~-'-/V~-'~·a_./~~~1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----l 

f:: REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) ID NO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) ID NO. 

PAGE 
OF 

oo ;Zµv. //.C. ~~ 2 <;92 z 
~ 
0 
~ 

CASE STATUS CLOSED (if closed, check box below) 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY D ARREST-JUV. D OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE 

0 WARRANT ADVISED c:;' 

D EXTRAD DECLIN D UNKNOWN O'/ " J I 

NOTIFIED!TOT 
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C/.P 
'TIME OF REPORT 

NARRATIVE 
F- os-9 

CASE STATUS CLOSED (if closed, check box below) 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 

OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

.0, 

STATUS DATE 

INCIDENT NO. ARREST NO. 

92/-.JG',?9" 

NOTIFIEDITOT 

D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 
0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST .JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD D EXTRAD DECLIN D UNKNOWN 
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DIVISION/PERCINCT INCIDENT NO. 

c /,/} 
OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFACE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
SUPPLEMENT 

TO: '11-s?~'t 
TIME OF REPORT 

dO IV 

F°-11- 7'-f 

-~ 

s, ·oo 

INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) NYSPIN MESSAGE NOb 
D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW IJlf oJJIO a-0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY D OTHER 
REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (IN UDINGRANK) IDNO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) IDNO. 

.:;/.JJ;I). If . c. ~ Q~fl 
CASE STATUS CLOSED 01 closed, check box below) UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE NOTIFIED/TOT 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP D ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 0 WARRANT ADVISED tJ{j !J f L 
Dc01 D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY D ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN 

ARREST NO. 

t?;-/-1 

I"'// 
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OF 
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"'I ~ 
0 
<t 

DIVISIONIPERCINCT OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFJCE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT c 1./J 
TIME OF REPORT 

7: S'S /)11 

INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW 
0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

All/ [)J76b(J6 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

REP~NG OFFICER SIG~TU~E (INCLlflNG ~ANK) 

..J..IJ.l V . N . ls> • l-l,,(.A1l.tf71 

ID NO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

CASE STATUS 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
0 CBI 0 JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

2Y1~ 
CLOSED (if closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

D ARREST .JW. D OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN 

STATUS DATE 

INCIDENT NO. AR REST NO. 
1<t-J!J.) ~ 

IDNO • 

NOTIFIEDfTOT 
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AGENCY 

DATE 
MO .. · DAY or rJs 

DIVISION/PERCINCT 

C/0 
TIME OF REPORT 

7.~ss l#-1 

NVS 
me. 

· SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

CLOSED (ii closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST .JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 

STATUS DATE 

D UNKNOWN 

/ONO. 

NOTIFIEDfTOT 

ARREST NO. 
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""" AGENCY DIVISION/PERCINCT 

C10 
OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFPS OFACE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
TIME OF REPORT COMPLAINANT NAME 

.S:.· 

J~-q4 I e 

CJ.(}. CS'. 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

INCIDENT NO. ARREST NO. 

91./-~ 8:; 9 

~I. />7 

CLOSED (if closed, check box below) UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 
D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY D ARREST-JUV. D OFFENDER DEAD 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN {) A.  973



,..., AGENCY 

DATE 
MO. 

(!;)I.{ 

()C ~lJ 

NARRATIVE 

f?- t7'-? 

), f. /-(· 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

DIVISION/PERCINCT OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE SUPPLEMENT 

C I ID SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT TO: 

CLOSED (ii closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

i. 

}. 

SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) ID NO. 

UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE NOTIFIEDfTOT 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN ~t; OS 9' 

ARREST NO. 
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DIVISION/PERCINCT OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE SUPPLEMENT 

~1..0 SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT TO: 

W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 
> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW I.I 0 0 
i== D CRIM HISTORY D STOLEN PROPERTY D OTHER N 1 o.] /rY> 

IDNO. 

ARREST NO. 

_Jj_f!_ 
PAGE 
OF g ID NO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

~ l-=~;:';-:;!';;;=---:~~;...,-~-----;-;;t:;F=:..:=-_;_~~~-'---"~::........!:v~a_'~r-r~-'-~~~~~~~.--~~~~---r--~~~~--'--P-A_GE_S----1 
""' ~ CLOSED (ii closed, check box below) UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE NOTIFIED/TOT 

Q 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 0 WARRANT ADVISED 
<r 0 CBI 0 JUV.·NO. CUSTODY 0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN rr1 d rr A.  975



AGENCY OIVISION/PERCINCT OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFACE SUPPLEMENT INCIOENT NO. ARREST NO. 

~ 
j:: 

NARRATIVE 
9'-) ?·Co 

A 

c.· /.0 SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT TO: /i"/f;:~ff.'·~Jl --:. . . -_ .. 
TIME OF REPORT 

~ ""===~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'-'---+-,~=--~~~~s=u=PE=R~v=1s=oR=.s~s~,G~N~AT=u=R~E(=1N=c-Lu=D=1N-G=RA=N=K),--~~~ID~N=o-.~~~--1 

_!!/_z_ 
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-, :E CLOSED (if closed, check box below) UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE NOTIFIEDffOT 

0 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 0 WARRANT ADVISED 
ct D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY D ARREST-JUV. D OFFENDER DEAD D EXTRAD DECLIN D UNKNOWN A.  976



""" AGENCY 

CASE STATUS 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
D CBI D JUV.·NO. CUSTODY 

CLOSED (if closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST.JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 
~ .t.1a1 > r· 0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN LJ I :..> 

ARREST NO. 

NOTIFIEDfrOT 
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AGENCY ' 

NARRATIVE;, 
f ~ I 8'-

fo '[$.'/ 0 //). 

DIVISION/PERCINCT 

c /..(/ 
SUPPLEMENT 

TO: 

~· 

~J c' 

ARREST NO. 

o. o. e. t-:;-1s 

l:e1~Ncl; 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

NYo'6'JdO()O 
INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW 
0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 

IDNO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

CASE STATUS 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

CLOSED (ii closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST .JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN 

k: . .r 

IDNO. 

NOTIFIEDfTOT 
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AGENCY • DIVISION/PERCINCT OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
SUPPLEMENT 

TO: oC~LJ c !Cl 
TIME OF REPORT 

1
' T/1 

1-eM 

I SS /, jl....)UJ . 

W INQUIRIES (CHECK Al,.L THAT APPLY) 
> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW 
i= 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 
c:i: a: 
I-
CAI z 

REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUD G RANK) 

(,.,._,,_ -

1'~ 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

INCIDENT NO. :~RB~~! _NO. 

111-J?;J 9 \ ·:• -. 
·- ·-

./-'" /. 

IDNO. 

/SO 
PAGE 
OF 

~ 
CASE STATUS CLOSED (ii closed, check box below) UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE NOTIFIEDffOT 

0 
c:i: 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN A.  979



DIVISION/PERCINCT OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
SUPPLEMENT INCIDENT NO. 

C /£} TO: 

COMPLAINANT NAME 

ue-/~_ 

0--c--d .. 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

/1/YcJ.J/ot:.fe> o 
IDNO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

CLOSED (if closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JW. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 

STATUS DATE 

0 UNKNOWN 

IDNO. 

NOTIFIEDffOT 

ARREST NO. 

/ 
,.> 

l.S-/ 
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,... AGENCY 

NARRATIVE 
K-.:Jc:;- .... 

a,.-1· 

w 
' "t?.JJ_,./2. 

vf 

II 

DIVISION/PERCINCT 

c: /JJ 

(f--.1"1 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

I __.-t..,J 

~/Jcc.6 .I k1:J 1¥ '/ /vv. 

Jl/Z-/ 

W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 
> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW 
~ 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

Al"Y trt 7 ~'1~ 0 
IDNO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) IDNO. 

ARREST NO. 

Ci 

I~ 
PAGE 
OF 

a: REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

ti, -q:Nc.J• /¥. (ii, ~~ .:2 <('?<'.'.: PAGES z 1-.,-~~~~~~~--''--~~~~~~~~_._~~~~~'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.,..L-~~~~~~..__~~~ 
~ CASESTATUS 

0 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
<( D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

CLOSED (if closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST .JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 
0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN 

STATUS DATE NOTIFIED/TOT 
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DIVISION/PERCINCT 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

~ 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 
CC REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) ID NO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

-ti --? ,,,,... .I ""' 

IDNO. 

ARREST NO. 

IS-3 
PAGE" 

OF 

-¥-/\/ cJ. A/. Ce • "'.E /fl L»°l'V .-J '1? Z. z t-==-::=:-:::c--=--~-'---~~_..c._..o.=.--.-of--~~~~~~-'-~"-----.--~..__~~~~~~~~,...-~~~~~.,..J-~~~~~~-'--~~~ 

.._~ CASESTATUS 

0 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
-=- D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

CLOSED (if dosed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE NOTIFIED/TOT 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN A.  982



~ AGENCY DIVISION/PERCINCT OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFACE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
SUPPLEMENT 

TO: 

w 
> 
~ a: 
!ii z 

.. :iE 
c 
<C 

c /lJ 

S,.(J' ff 

INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 
D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW 
0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 

0 VICT. REFUSED TD COOP 
D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

CLOSED (ii closed, chec.k box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 

STATUS DATE 

0 UNKNOWN 

INCIDENT NO. 

~ ~ -?./:!)Cf 

IDNO. 

NOTIFIED/TOT 

ARREST NO. 

__j_£t_ 
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/r,!LIJ 
7 

INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 
0 OMV 0 WANTM'ARRANT 0 SCOFFLAW 
0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

.N V.1J>/.cid'" 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

ID NO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

CLOSED (if closed, check box below) 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 
0 CBI 0 JUV.·NO. CUSTODY 0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 
0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN 

IDNO. 

NOTIFIEDffOT 

I~.) 
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AGENCY DIVISION/PERCINCT OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFPS OFFICE SUPPLEMENT· 

C/JJ SUPPLEMENTALREPORT TO: ~ 

DATE 

di 

0 /n1,e/( 

#~· 

rh 
~,..;. · 

8r-eJ.1c/ q ..s s-/uz 

W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 
> D OMV D WANTN/ARRANT D SCOFFLAW 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

NY o37dtJ <!!6 ~ 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 
a: REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) IDNO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

ti J. 111v )I. G~ w ~IJ cuiJ z 
:lE 
0 
<(. 

CASE STATUS 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

CLOSED (ii closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECUN 

STATUS DATE 

D UNKNOWN 

ARREST NO. 

JD NO. 

NOTIFIEDffOT 
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.AGENCY DIVISION/PERCINCT 

<! /L) 

CLOSED (if closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST·JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

STATUS DATE 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN 
tYt t3l f': 

ARREST NO. 

~l·-

EZ 

NOTIFIEDITOT 
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AGENCY DIVISION/PERCINCT OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE SUPPLEMENT ARREST NO. 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT TO: 

/.$).-eA~ 0-4 

-Pb ~/.'\) At/). 
JS r €..4.J.l.q 

~ 

,..., 

'/ (;; t./ d 
.0' «- cf;V'~~ 

19-/JJ . 

W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 
> 0 OMV 0 WANT/WARRANT 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

N</6J7!60C 

~6'~ k 
~~ ~ 

/k 
~ 

~ uct~~~ 

, ~dtV ~ ~c..1 cs 
,p// /df1A/t/4/ 
d;'// R~c(P 

reev:~, J ,l ',v .;t;.r' 

~ ?e. 

~/ 

1S'S 
PAGE 

OF ~ 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 
CC REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INC IDNO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) IDNO. 

ti 1µ 0.,. t</. h. z 
~ 
0 
<t 

CASE STATUS 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
0 CBI 0 JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

,i.4 f:.Z.. 
CLOSED Qf closed, check box below) . 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST.JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 

STATUS DATE NOTIFIEDffOT 

0 UNKNOWN or oJ A.  987



'AGENCY DIVISIONIPERCINCT 

. t:::. / £1 
TIME OF REPORT 

_y ' 

!<.S. 

W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

> D OMV D WANTNIARRANT 
j::: 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 

D SCOFFLAW 
D OTHER 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

ti y dJ7 tX){) 0 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

INCIDENT NO. 

11-sY:l -

~ REPORTING OFFICERJllGNATURE ( i :r ~ 0 . [". a. .c,,.,_.....,,_,, . ..,, 
IDNO. 

~ lf'f 2._ 
SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) IDNO. 

:§ CASE STATUS CLOSED (if closed, check box below) 

C 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

~ D CBI D JUV.-NO.CUSTODY D ARREST.JUV. D OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 

STATUS DATE NOTIFIED/TOT 

D UNKNOWN CL-/ {!$ 1'1 

ARREST NO. 
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,AGENCY DIVISION/PERCINCT 

Ctb 

W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 
> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW .I. I 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

!i D CRIM HISTORY D STOLENPROPERTY D OTHER 1v°\/o'J{O(X)O 
a: REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) ID NO. 

~ LN'Y'. /I~- )/.c/f#(>M 'j'-lft. 
SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE. (INCLUDING RANK) 

, ~ CASE STATUS CLOSED (if closed, check box below) UNFOUNDED 

Cl 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 0 WARRANT ADVISED 
<( D CBI D JUV.·NO. CUSTODY D ARREST .JUV. D OFFENDER DEAD D EXTRAD DECLIN 

STATUS DATE 

0 UNKNOWN 

INCIDENT NO. ARREST NO. 

J.f-.38.:i 9 

IDNO. 

PAGES 

NOTIFIED/TOT 
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AGENCY 

· (jC SO 
DIVISION/PERCINCT 

c 1-P 
OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
SUPPLEMENT 

TO: 
INCIDENT NO. 

C/1.f-5~:> i 
TIME OF REPORT COMPLAINANT NAME 

7i 5S /J/11 {) Cu.Y"f/.s-

"4raN 1'c, 

INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

D OMV [!]WANT/WARRANT 
0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 

SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) ID NO. 

CASE STATUS CLOSED (if closed, check box bekm) UNFOUNDED STATUS DATE NOTIFIEDfrOT 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

0 ARREST . 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST.JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 
0 WARRANT ADVISED Al t;,( 
0 EXTRAD DECLIN 0 UNKNOWN V '/ ('.j..? f' 

ARREST NO. 
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'AGENCY DIVISION/PERCINCT 

OCS}J CI)? 
TIME OF REPORT 

7 . --. :;,_ 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 
> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW /I/ y 01? () (}(1 C) 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

~ 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 
a: REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUi:wG RANK) 

~ ~.1-/ (). ,Al: c;: (; ~ 
IDNO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) 

z 
:iE 
0 
<( 

CASE STATUS 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
D CBI D JUV.·NO. CUSTODY 

.:;) </'? -z 
CLOSED (if closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 

STATUS DATE 

D UNKNOWN <Y{ OJ 1 

IDNO. 

NOTIFIEDffOT 

ARREST NO. 

T 
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AGENCY 

TIME OF REPORT 

:ss 

· DIVISION/PERCINCT 

CZ;_}/ 

OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFPS OFFICE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 

d 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 
> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW NY~ 3 ;'i:J"d U'O 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

!i 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 
CC REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUDIN ANK) IDNO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE {INCLUDING RANK) 

t; :Z:.N cJ - ;ll G""'. 6=-· -"'-f--"7 z 
~ 

.:2</Y''Z-

0 
c:s: 

CASE STATUS 

0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

CLOSED (if closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN 

STATUS DATE 

D UNKNOWN 

IDNO. 

NOTIFIEDffOT 

ARREST NO. 
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AGENCY 

t:Jc .r 0 
DIVISION/PERCINCT 

c /,L) 
TIME OF REPORT 

7.·ss IJf1 

:oo #-rn 

//.'JS A1-tJI 

w INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 
> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

A1VaJ7atJ60 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

INCIDENT NO. 

? .y -J'?.,;} <::; 

~ 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 
a: REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (11fLUDING RANK) IDNO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE (INCLUDING RANK) IDNO. 

~ NlJ • H. a -l:..vvt.f.tM. 
~ CASESTATUS 

%) '-( ·t. 

Cl 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
<( D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

CLOSED (ii closed, check box below) 

D ARREST D PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECUN 

STATUS DATE NOTIFIEDfTOT 

0 UNKNOWN 6] 1'-1 

ARREST NO. 
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DIVISION/PERCINCT OSWEGO COUNTY SHERIFPS OFACE 

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT C/P 

W INQUIRIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 
> D OMV D WANT/WARRANT D SCOFFLAW 
j:: 0 CRIM HISTORY 0 STOLEN PROPERTY 0 OTHER 

NYSPIN MESSAGE NO. 

NY'637a c;t/CJ 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO: 

~ REPORTING OFFICER SIGNATURE (INCLUDINGHNK) IDNO. SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE {INCLUDING RANK) 

(JJ /110. ;<(. <::'~ ~~ z 
~ CASESTATUS 

C 0 VICT. REFUSED TO COOP 
<t D CBI D JUV.-NO. CUSTODY 

CLOSED (if closed, check box below) 

0 ARREST 0 PROS. DECLINED 

0 ARREST-JUV. 0 OFFENDER DEAD 

UNFOUNDED 

0 WARRANT ADVISED 

0 EXTRAD DECLIN D UNKNOWN 

STATUS DATE 

r oJ 9' 

IDNO. 

NOTIFIEDfTOT 

ARREST NO. 
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·. 

-LEAD -· SHEET 

, : Person ret:Jor-ting information: " 

PE-!ONE: (Home} 6'/3- 0;;?/S
'3'/3 - & I Yl. 

Wr.e !:'e C. .!.d you 

RE: (Case facts) 
tk s ::;:::,, G t.rn o 

~~·/e!l C..:..C. yet.! so:: vic~i.11? (:Jat:: & ti:Lte) _______________ _ 

z:: wi.::i. scme-::ne, co yo~ '.c:c~.; Oi:.-:e= 

;:e::-sor:? ---- C.:.!1 you desc=i'.::le otter pe:-scn? __________ _ 

(:.. e. wc.l!<i:--.<;, -: ,..: : _,..... 
----~·':'I 

Ve'."::..:.:.: I ::;::_;\ :-·ou ces::= .:.:::e ;;.:!"'.:.cle? _____________ _ 

'.·;·:-:a~ was the vi.c';:irn w-earinc;? ____________________ _ 
I I~ 

:J.:.c you make t=e=sona.!. contac~ with victim? ____________ _ .. ~ - '<'-·•··--·· ~.~·"I•;• 
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RE:. (Case facts) 
SC-\5Q. v-c.L., L 

I 
LEAD SHEET 

Person reporting inforrnatio"n: 

NAME=~~~ffl.~\~~k~~==-'--~~~6~k~r-~--'r-~~--~~~~-~--
. AooREs s = _ __...P_o--'6=...&.__.._1 ....>:..~ ~' ;-' -=--' tJ_..l..f.___.°B~/..____,~~"---"-1{_._ _________ _ 

Pf!ONE: ( !lome) __ q_,_l,=........J-_)~'f_O_I ___ (Work-----------

\•!l1e1-e d Ld you see victim? ---------------

When did you see victim? (I'.l'ate & time) 
--------------~ 

Was victim alone? If with . someone, do you know other 

person? ---- Can you describe other person? 
---------~ 

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving) 

If in vehicle, can you describe vehicle? -------------

h'hat was the victim wearing? .--------------------

Did you make personal contact with victim? ------------

f [ so, what was content of conversation, if any? ________ _ 

What was victim doing when seen? _________________ _ 

Were you alone when you saw· victim? --- If not 1 please uell us 

who was with you 
----------------------

----~ 

no you know victim personally, or did you identify from his/her 

:~·· .script.ion?--------------------------~---

.:, ..... other information you can provide us with? _________ _ A.  1011
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RE~ (Case facts) 
;k, i: lfl/e;,; 

LEAD SHEET 

Person reporting informatio·n: 

NAME: ;111,:zkc.9) ·3D~.ic<::C 
ADDRESS: f 0 PY., L] I /l.ViJIJi] 

Pf!ONE: (llome) 9{,.J-- 7 f0 /_ 

l/w llavr..n 
(Work /L/"' dVJ e. 

When did you see victim? (D'ate & time) 
-------------~ 

Wils victim alone? ---- If with_ someone, do you know other 

person? ---- Can you describe other person? ----------

Direction and mode of travel? (i.e. walking, riding, driving) 

IE in vehicle, can you describe vehicle? -------------

r•!hat was the victim wearing? 
------------------~ 

Did you make personal contact with victim? ------------
Jr so, what was content of conversation, if any? _______ _ 

What was victim doing when seen? ________________ _ 

Nere you alone when. you saw· ·victim? --- If not 7 please uell us 

who was with you. _________________________ _ 

Oo you know victim personally'· or did you identify from his/her 

tkscription? 
------------------------~-~ 

/Vly other information you can provide us with? ________ _ 
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7A-AL-37733 
REH:njs 

On February 1, 1995, MICHAEL C. BOHRER, white male, date of birth - January 10, 1956, was interviewed at the office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Syracuse, New York and provided the following information: 

BOHRER currently lives at Spinners Hotel located in New Haven, New York 13121. BOHRER's mailing address is P.O. Box 131, New Haven, New York 13121, pager number 315-433-3077. 

In the Fall of 1993, MARK HALL (close friend of BOHRER) committed suicide in Oswego, New York. Prior to HALL's suicide, HALL told BOHRER that he was involved in the trafficking of cocaine in the Oswego, New York area and that he had ties to the Dual Saw Mill, New Haven, New York. In addition, HALL had detailed that he had worried for the safety of both he and his family and friends. However, HALL never talked of suicide. 
An individual by the name of RICK CRAWFORD, who BOHRER believes is an associate of GARY THIBODEAU is currently involved in the heavy usage of cocaine. BOHRER knew CRAWFORD to be a previous cocaine abuser. However, CRAWFORD is currently unemployed and BOHRER believes CRAWFORD would be unable to purchase cocaine for himself. BOHRER questions where CRAWFORD is currently getting his cocaine, and theorizes that the possible source is GARY THIBODEAU. 

BOHRER has heard rumors from local townspeople that MATT DUAL, employee at the Dual Saw Mill and part owner of D & w Convenience Store, is a close friend of GARY THIBODEAU as well. BOHRER theorizes that MATT DUAL may have something to do with the disappear.ance of HEIDI ALLEN, but was unable to provide further details. BOHRER has heard rumors, again by local townspeople, that HEIDI ALLEN was involved in drug usage and theorizes ALLEN was kidnapped and murdered to prevent her from discl9sing information regarding a cocaine ring run by GARY THIBODEAU in the Oswego, New York area 
BOHRER was told by several reliable sources, who he refused to disclose, that BILL (LNU), who frequents Spinners Bar & Hotel, said he had seen HEIDI ALLEN get into a vehicle with two individuals on the Saturday evening before Easter ~unday, 1994. In addition, this same reliable source told BOHRER that two individuals who frequent Spinners, ROB (LNU) and JOHN (LNU), also said they had seen HEIDI ALLEN get into a vehicle · with two "locals" on Saturday evening prior to Easter Sunday of 1994. BOHRER could provide no further details regard~ng HEIDI ALLEN's meeting these two individuals. 

BOHRER is aware that in the Fall of 1993 a young lady who was employed in a video store near the New Haven Post Offjce. had reported that two white males in a van had ftOJ~Pi!JrW'<lJ <{c'&'-s:S 

IL~~4199s , · 
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the street from the video store watching her for several days. 
BOHRER theorizes that if this young lady reported the incident to 
the Oswego County Sheriff's Office, records may be able to 
provide further details regarding the van. BOHRER believes the 
young lady did, in fact, report a license plate number. 

BOHRER has heard rumors that at least two uniformed 
Oswego County Sheriff's officers are currently using cocaine. 
These two individuals frequent Champs Corners Bar in the County 
of Oswego. BOHRER has heard numerous individuals report that 
they are scared to get involved in the HEIDI ALLEN investigation 
because "they don't know who they can trust at the Police 
Department. 
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-LE.l\D SHEET 

Person reporting information: 

nrn~n JAN o 6 zooo NAM~: /11~· It)~· 
ADDP.ESS: L2·LJ ·.u.·~/CJ ·f/,...6 
PF-!ONE: (Home) _f63_-g<e_;2 d-- (Work. __ · ---------

!<h~"'~t:: v~~~~Oo"~ ~ ~/~~ 

:e !":SC~? ----- C.:.!1 vou desc=i'.:le ot::e!" pe=san? ___________ _ 

a: t -::a·-=- 1., --'-- · ( i ~ e : walki::c;, - ~,..; : - ·,-- ----·":'' 

-. 

v.:::.:.:.:a, c.:..:-.. :_.·ou C:esc=.'...'.:e ~,·.:::.:..cle? ______________ _ 

:·:·:-.at: was the v ic-::i.'11 w-e arinc;- ? _________ __. ___________ _ 

0:. . .::: you make ~c:=so!:!a.!. cont:ac": with victim? _____________ _ 
so, what w.:.s i: ar-.y? ----------

What: was . victim doing when seen? __________________ _ 
W·.a.!:"e you alone when you sa~" victim? __ _ r= no~, please ~ell us 
• .. ; 1i.o was with you ·----------------------------- ' '.'O!..: k::c~-1 V!.c::i:::-: ;:er.sona!.ly, or: die you ident:£fy from his/he:-
~ _; :i..::: i CJ c i ·: r. :' 

------------------------------------------~ ·v o;:'.ict· £'1cc:-:::i~~t:i..:-;: yt.:i:.z c.:::: :;:rwi.::~ us \·Ji.:~? ______ _ c e .... · . . . : · .' : f': ;1 ...... ' -~ ,.; ~ .~ l A.  1072
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STATEMENT 

STA1E OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF OSWEGO 

A f<uvr-Jl> 'd-1 f E--4125 o lo '1vD 

OtJE je-4a.. oio 6:JV .;;,,.,.; 

Date and lime of state.ment 

Present at lime of statement 

G vs R,,, n; ./; ; 5 

f 5 f/.R.vrvD JC[ y.G/fPS <1fd> 1 -t/IE/ fl,'IVf;. ,'J 

W• ~ +f..6"1 . 

(; v..s Av.1> Fa;,.; weee: 07 1",., f fi'11;/Gt2. '1dcv+ ~ w6b.k u.Jki:;µ /Jy 
-f.,,lo 11li;. -fit= h,{fc-i.v~..xs . ADo.,,..,p -MP ?d~ ,,,F 0Gc~m&c.e ..X (;""~ 1-/c,.,.£ 
F12"'"' v..J"'ll /c A-J.. A6ov/; 7 ~ LfS-lftfl • rJL~.J J:: (.'lfm£ ,,J Cvs: ,,,.,.,0 .£12;:U 

{;.J~/?'3 Aiv1rkc 4-o -++ f/..e. f.4f3(E. /Jt<,J~,;a COfrLE. (,.Jt= /11-4()G S-M.E 

5ft'11t f / fA/K A-B&Vf ~ CA-.f.s /lrJfJ t?1:1G s Av9 f/c.tv fAt: ,t11~A f CJ.Ifs". 
/(,~ht 1tF/GR +f..,-s, Ft2e:-f(I. ov+ "'F f/..e 6tvE f'R,·µ g4~0 '' 6c-y r .FEd 
5 ·•7 *3• vf C•7 "[1;,o,O,.v "~" ""' • I/• w< s •iJ}r i-' .ff.o s{o,oe C;lf.;.,, ti-
p Ack oF· C1c;.~ntf;s '.' ,.,A~fl SJ<: 5',.;L) Two j<=tJ.7~.:> NA/¥'1-::S fhvG l/otJ.f,,.,J 

T k"'°,,J If,-,.., ,,{.~ 11)117o'kt/ "1,JD AIVD'.f/.u7.. C/:, w,f/., .fl~ ~ltt'fle -j/,4f 5/.1p./_s 
'.Ji +J... 11(11 ",r: CAJ-f ;~J;p.8t=L !As tJMiF. S~G- Also S1,o -r-1..l'rl- +/i.e. j1:,J,c_s 
focrk fl,e. Cv v"°-ss e-JM'E.. 6Er;;:~~ w1'1"' l'/tl'' fo A Sw1tmfl . Arco!f>.LJ;,.)15' 

70 ·.f:R;,J #swAl'll ffet5 JJ 8<>6 t,.; ~ /flro{)}£ oF' -;-t ,4vo (/'S +Is -11. 
I have read the above statement consisting of ;;). d · / • pages, an 1t was read to me by 

;i;:Jv' 4PtFRs~,,.! .J- ~ 5 IF . I understand the statement and swear it is true. . 

Si~(}-~· .Subscribed and sworn to before me this 

-14 
(; day of JAtJ.I' II~ V 

7 

Comm. of Deeds Notary Public 

Verification of this Deposition is made pursuant to Section 100 30 (d) f · · . statement herein is punishable as a Class A misdem ·. • 
0 ~e Cnmmal Procedure Law and I know that a false York. . eanor pursuant to Secoon 210.45 of the Penal Law of the State of New 

Affirmed under penalty of perjury this G" TL 

day of J A>\.IVA T da:x-J Signature 

IlitWlflffi'ti17 'lZU~ll 

nn1n FEB 1 1 woo A.  1074



STATEMENT ' 

STAIB OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF OSWEGO Dale and time of stalement 

I have read the above stater:nent, consisting of d-:r;,' !/. A.,or;esot! /l'f. / p pages, and it was read to me by 
--=:!l.LIL.!..-L'X!f~~~.l4-9~VS-.~'J.;_f_C ____ I understand the stalement and swear it is true. 

f~/1-aL~ . . Subscribed and sworn to before me this 

J!,. 
(; day·of JA.Vv6BV 

7 

Comm. of Deeds Notary Public 

Signature 

w~J.·K· 7 
Verification o~~ Deposition is made pursuant to Section I . . . statement herein IS punishable as a Clas A . d 00.30 (d), of the Cnmmal Procedure Law and I kn tha fal o e tale of New 
York. s mis emeanor pursuant to Section 210.45 of the Penal Law f th Sow ta se 

Affnmed under penalty of perjury _this --"~-1/J_--
day of Jl?"q/L Signature 
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Call rec'd by /.J tl r f ( vt. z ~ 
Date: · j ( - 2 lf' -o o Time_.._;}'-')._D~3_.c.-----

LEAD SHEET 
Person Reporting Information: 

Name: __ -'-~+..:.--"-"---'-'--L-~--'------------:----~-----t 

Address: _ ___i~!-...l.--5=-1_1t_-:; _ _.-.!:lR'"-'-9----b'""---'--'-~_.____._-=-fo-w_l"" __ --t 
Phone (Home): --4-Y=&_Y.L----'-iJ~5~S:~/ ____ (Work). __________ -i-

Where did you see the victim?=-----------------------~ 

when did you see the victim?(Date & Time) ________________ _ 
Was the victim Alone? Ifno, did you know the other person(s)? _____ _ 
Can you describe the other person(s)? If yes, describe: __________ t-

Direction & Mode of Travel: ________________________ +-

Describe vehicle(s) used: 

Plate# State: 

What was the victim wearing? 

-
Did you make personal contact with the victim? If yes, what was the content of the conve·rsatio11: 

' 
What was the victim doing when seen? --------''---------------4-Were you alone when you saw the victim? If no, with who: --- ------------~ 
Is there any other information you can provide? --------------------!-
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-RE:. (Case facts) 

LEAD SHEET 

Person 

PIIONE: 

\•!l181:G d Lcl you see victim? 
--------------~ 

\'Then did you see victim? (D'ate & time) 
--------------~ 

Wils victim alone? If with someone, do you know other 

person? ---- Can you describe other person? -----------

Direction and mode of travel? {i.e. walking, riding, driving) 

If in vehicle ·, can you describe vehicle? ____________ _ 

l·!hat was the victim wearing? ---------------------

' Did you make personal contact with victim? 
-----------~ 

I~ so, what was content of conversation, if any? 
---~-----~ 

lvhat was victim doing when seen? 
-----------------~ 

lvere you alone when you saw· victim? --- If not 1 please nell us 

who was with you ----------------------------
n~ you know victim personally, or did you identify from his/her 

:, ·scription? -----------------------------'---
.:, · ·!·' other information you can provide us with? _________ _ 
;: ~ e reverse if needed) A.  1080
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